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making money at the business for the
simple reason that they are paying too

MOR COBB'S MESSAGE:
ntlemcn of the Senate and House
of Representatives:
Before presenting for your consid·
ration certain facts bearing upon the
condition of the State, and before
making certain recommendations that
may tend to change and possibly Imwish to
prove those conditions, I
tUank the citizens of Maine whose suf1 rages permit me to hold this high office a second term, and to assure them
that I shall not intentionally use its
prerogatives or influence for any purpose other than to promote the welfare of all the people and to advance
the interests of the entire State.
Under our form of government the
Chief Executive of a State is properly expected to assist in making effective the policies adopted and declared
by the party to which he owes his
doing
nomination and election. In
this he is but carrying out the exvotthe
of
a
majority
pressed wish of
ers, and to that extent is a partisan.
But partisanship should end here, and
that Executive is fortunate indeed
who Is able to strengthen his party by
demonstrating to general satisfaction
the wisdom of its principles, and at
the same time so to conduct himself
that he shall be In truth the servant
of the people and mindful of the common good.
Well-meant intentions are
a poor excuse for inefficiency, and
reassumes a
no one who willingly
sponsibility to the public should complain of that public's inevitable criticism. But I believe that no man everaccepted a public office without cherishing the sincere hope that when he laid
reit down, he might deserve and
çoive not only the commendation of
eshis party, but also the respect and
fellow-citizens. It is In
teem of his
this temper, and animated
by this
hope I trust, that all of us enter the
service of the State today.
·;·
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This fac
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;«irtis5/i one. It i3 too general to
He emphasized
irapor
44 71 conditions.
.· yield gracefully to the first suraears going to the canning factory. I got
Langevln et al·,
warrant such a conclusion, and if the
the
cows,
out
810
poor
tance of weeding
Benson, ..Λ
the
for
an
acre
an
on
corn,
A mone to surrender.
$70
average
29 44
subject is approached in any spirit
Avlesetal,
maintaining that the weakest point in and from six to
19 44
eight tons of fodder. other than that of fairness and public
Kimball et al
is the presence
13 75 American dairying to-day
to a severe
last
The
Stone
season,
owing
duty the real purpose of the agitation
34 97 of so many inferior animals in the
IET US EXAMINE THE* TODAY.
Portier ei al
drought, my corn was cut off, but other is more likely to suffer defeat.
7 22
herds.—New England Homestead.
Duggle
feeds were good, so it about balances.
23 84
While then the present system and
Tucker
30 51
Chick
My advice to anyone just commencing method of taxation of the property
S.
6 72
to
Periand
feed
liberwould be: Study your cows,
I do not advise farmers generally
13 36
wirhin the State is not altogether
Neltlgan,
36 00 keep pure bred stock, strange for a ally but don't overfeed.
Buy the best ideal and will undoubtedly meet with
Standlah.
Graduate Opticiau,
South Paris,
13
80
and
careful
will
from
but
bull
allow,
Vallee Λ Bowers,
breeder to say,
your pocketbook
revision at your hands, there can be
10 30 large
Lleman
this view. High when you have anything to sell don't no
2 70 observation I give
question as to the care and skill
OC*S>Oi**>OK«8^^
Nolan
breds
misin
so
no
and
03
pure
have
it,
doing
75
misrepresent
always equalled
SlddaU et ala
exercised by the Board of State Assesgrades
as takes will be made but what can easily
42 86
such
conditions
under
SlddaU
in production
values for taxasors in determining
3 ου
Vincent,
can give and cost be remedied.
tion purposes under the existing laws.
3 90 the average farmer
Frost
Many farm448 13 only a small part as much.
And no better or more eloquent statePartington
with pure
ers conld do extremely well
The representative farmer cannot ment can be made of the wealth of
AT WOOD,
UEOBUB
M.
All kinds of
Wood the combred stock and are not doing so.—Frank afford to be, or allow himsoif to be- the State and the growth of that
Treasurer of Oxford County.
solicited.
R. Sanders in New England Homestead. come a man of one idea. He should wealth than is furnished by the State
year.
not only be conversant with the work on Assessors in their report for the year
H. D. COLE,
his farm, understanding the principles just closed. From this report it will
The average New England farmer
Pond, Me.
with his cows involved in plant and animal life, but be seen that since 1904 the State valumake
$1
I
not
the
to
does
actually
land
and
Annl 13th, iqoc.
belonging
The bouse
to become acquainted ation of Real Estate has increased
he thinks he does, but if he he should try
?state of the late Mrs. .Sarah W. Hewett,1 Perhaps
to learn $15,878,461, Personal Estates $4,617,he would soon find the with other farmers and strive
iituated in the center of the village, has kept an account
their methods and surrounding con- 101),
I^nds
Wild
$7,422,699, and
rooms balance on the wrong side of the ledger.
two apartments of seven and eight
will Growth on Public Lots $245,726. In
man
ditions. A broad-minded
and is in More than this, in Eerds that do paya
Ao.,
attic,
with
of
sheds,
large
of
all
classes
was $366,514,the
conditions
valuation
1904 the total
An experienced man to bunch
cowk study
The grounds are profit there are many individual
condition.
014, In 1906 It is $394,732,990, a gain in
dowels. Must be of good habits and excellent containing additional house kept, that from the inferior quality or people, and an unprejudiced compariextensive,
Under the
a bill of ex- son in most cases will cause him to two years of $28,218,976.
give good reference.
quantity ™of milk, are onlyNew
lots.
in
England magnify his own calling.—Mary A. local valuation placed on property In
F. Pember in
HSWÏTT.
T.
W.
A. KENNEY,
the cities, towns and plantations
ι Smith in New England Homestead.
8. WRIGHT, Agent, 8. Paris.
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the State, the average rate of taxation
on $1000 was $20.57 in 1904, $21.03 in
1905 and $20.87 in 1906.
The finances of the State are in excellent
condition, as the following
summary and comparison will show:
Cash balance on band Jan. 1,
1907
$ 598,000
Bonded debt Jan. 1, 1907. x. .$1,093,000
Since 1901
$70,000 of the State
bonds have matured each year, but
under the provisions of Chapter 6,
Private and Special Laws of 1903, a
part of this issue having been previously purchased, there was left to mature $10,000 for the year 1905 and $20,·
000 for the year 1906, which were re
deemed at maturity, and under authority of the act above quoted, an
additional purchase of $280.000 was
made, so that during the hist two
Indebtedness has
years the bonded
been reduced $310,000.
The last State valuation upon which
a tax rate of 2 1-2 mills was assessed,
was $366,514,014, yielding, for the two
years, together with the tax of one
cent on
each
poll, a revenue of

$1,836,346.20.
The present valuation is $394,732,990, showing an increase of $28,218,-

976.
A tax rate of 2 1-2 mills levied on
this new valuation, together with the
poll tax, will yield for the two years, a
revenue of $1,977,474.06.
The total receipts for the
1905
and 1906
years

$5,292,368.73

were

The total expenditures for
the same years were... 4,939,337.62

The estimated ordinary receipts for 1907 are
$2,509,882.00
The estimated ordinary receipts for 1908 are
2,550,000.00
estimated
The
ordinary
expenditures for 1907
arc

The

estimated

expenditures

ordinary

for

1908

are

2,202,708.42

2,120,000.00

It should be borne In mind while
contemplating these figures and results, that the last Legislature reduced the rate of the State tax from
two
two and three-quarters mills to
and one-half mills, and I may mention
that at no time during the last two
years has It been found necessary to
make a temporary loan.
It will be noticed that the cash balance now on hand is unusually large.
It was expected that before the close
of the year 1906 an additional purchase of the State's bonds would be
made amounting
to not less
than
$250,000, and thus show a reduction
of the bonded indebtedness during the
last two years of nearly $600,000. Negotiations to this end were progressing satisfactorily when they were
abruptly terminated by the death of
These
one of the parties in interest.
negotiations, however, are about to be
resumed, and I have every reason to
believe that before the expiration of
another month the bonds will be in
the possession of the State.
I have been afforded the privilege
to visit intimately all the instituions
supported and managed by the State,
and have visited many of the others
the State has a vital, alin which
iiulirect, Interest. No one
though
can become at all familiar with them
imwithout
being
tremendously
nressea dv me magnitude and cnaracter of the good work they are doing,
or without wishing that the opportunities they so splendidly utilize might
and
sustained.
be further enlarged
They are a credit to the State and a
to
tribute
every sentiment of
ity and progress cherished by her
it would be better for the institutions and for all of us If our citizens κ* ru rally would acquire a closer
knowledge of their methods of administration and their accomplishments
for the pride and satisfaction such
knowledge would surely bring would
not only be a deserved appreciation or
the devoted and unselfish services of
with
the men and women charged
their direct control, but would remove
forever all doubt as to the wisdom of
their existence and the urgencj of
their needs.
The
buslnesn transacted
State's
through and In its seval Departhas steadib
ment s and Institutions
Increased. The reasons for this are
obvious. New legislation is constantlv creating additional powers and responsibilities of a public nature and
the obligation to exercise them In
manner that shall be in accord with
the spirit cf the laws and the wishes
of the ptople has entailed larger exnonditures and more careful and deNo
better proof
tailed supervision
of this change and growth can be presented than is shown by a comparison of the reports Issued by the Departments today with those of twentyten years ago.
These
or even
later reports of the State's stewardship are now so elaborate and exhaustive that a further
description and
analysis of the scope and practical
operation of the Departments is unnecessary here, and this occasion does
not seem to require me to do more
than to urge you to bestow upon them
Host carefqul
thought and stud>.
During the last two years 1 have endeavored to learn and know some
thing of the State's affairs and to familiarize myself with the methods under which they are being conducted.
In almost every instance the Departments are producing splendid results,
and their management is characterized by intelligence and efficiency and
a faithfulness to the best lntereateof
the State. They must continue to Im-

h'iman_

Uocle.

Ue

prove, and It Is no reflection upon any
of them to respectfully call your attention to the fact that It Is your du y
and power to examine to the fullest
extent their operations In order that
you may supply deficiencies and rem·
1

dlnAddition

to

the money

thatwill

naturally be appropriated for the ο
maintenance of Departments

dfnary

Institutions and Commissions, and toi
of all
the
legal oM
gâtions, this legislature will be asked
to make special monetary
for many new aud important
All are desirable and some arc absonecessary. Without «ssun, «
im
to determine the order of their■
portance, among the
classed an Institution for the Feeble
whose
unfortunates
Minded, those
uncontrolled life and movements have
been shown by science aud experl
to the
menace
once to be a terrible
social order and a constaut economic
burden to every famUy and comimu··
Ity that shelters them. The blind, too,
make strong claims for our pity
reneroslty, for they usk not for melon*' el'arity, hut simply for the
to secure a special education In woik
that will enable them to become selfsuuporting members of society,
welfare of the Insane will also appeal

fulfillment

other[

P,ovl^"

luteîy

p^ble-

Rheumatism

b one of the constitutional
diseases. It manifests itself
in local aches and pains,—
inflamed joints and stiff
mucks,—let it cannot be
cored by local applications.
It requires constitutional
treatment acting through
the blood, and the best is a
course of the great medicine

Hood'sSarsapariUa

to your sympathy, and you cannot resist the demands that a recital of
their needs will make upon you. The
residents of the eastern part of the
State will urge an appropriation sufficient to more nearly complete the
original plan a;id design of the Asylum at Bangor, and will present arguments in favor of this action based up
on the deplorable and conceded fact
that our facilities for the proper care
and treatment of these beneficiaries
are still inadequate.
About two years
ago the praiseworthy efforts of Con
gressman Burleigh to secure the Ar
senal property at Augusta as a gift
from the National Government to the
State were wholly successful, and unof the
der the intelligent direction
Board of Trustees one of the large
buildings there has been so remodeled
and utilized that it has added greatly
to the efficiency of the Augusta Asylum and to the well-being and comfort
of Its inmates. But
much more remains to be done even at this Institution. and the advisibility of fireproofing another wing of the main
building is a question that should not
be overlooked.
Nor will the State's just claim for
the further advancement and extension of educational facilities be slightor
ed
ignored, for her common
schools, normal schools, academies,
and
colleges
university are all a public glory, and every dollar of a wise
and liberal
expenditure there but
adds to the strength and dignity of
her citizenship.

posed legislation

party

organization.

Party

organiza-

tion is both proper and essential, but
it should be the servant of th? voter,
And this principle If
not his master.
admitted to be a correct one, should
be applied to the regulation of the
proceedings at primaries, so that
the
about
every safeguard thrown
final action of the voter at the polls
may be at his disposal during ail the
preliminaries attending the selection
of candidates.
I especially urge you to change and
improve the laws bearing upon the
this State.
The following are some of the re- question of child labor in
tiie chilMaine Is lagging here and
quirements of the State upon which In
are
themselves
dren
helpless. You
my judgment immediate action should
be their champions, and neither
be taken, and which I unreservedly' must
the thoughtlessness of parents nor the
recommend:
of employers must be perThe office of State Auditor should indifference
mitted to interfere with the performbe created. The present
system of
of the State's manifest lut y to
auditing the State's accounts by the ance
as best she may, for t îe morGovernor and Council Is an archaic provide,
and educational welfare
absurdity. It is cumbersome, uncer- al, physical
of these children to whom unfortuntain and incorrect, and would not be
so
many of the pleasures and op
tolerated an instant by any individual, ately
of childhood are dmied.
firm or corporation doing business in portunltles
of observing
The present manner
accordance with approved and modcontains so little of the senIt seems to have been Fast Day
ern methods.
conit is timent and traditions of its early
permitted for two reasons;
a
almost
that it seems
known to have been the custom near- secration,
to publicly ask for itt recogly one hundred years ago, and since mockery
and then see Its original spirit
that time no authority has been grant- nition
since so universally perverted and Ignored.
ed to chauge it. It has long
that our people
believe
generally
outlived any usefulness it may have I
would not approve a lessened number
possessed, and each year its ridicuand that we have none
of
holidays,
lous features are more
pronounced.
now and devoted
The methods of book-keeping, too, em- too many legalized
common consent to recreation and
ployed by some of the Departments by
unless the name of this
this whole pleasure. But
are extremely loose, and
be changcd so that
subject should be Investigated and the particular holiday
the expected manner of Its observance
defects remedied. Former Executives
relation
bear some reasonable
have made this same recommendation shall
recommend
to its avowed purpose, I
for a State Auditor, and it Is to be asIt
be
abolished.
that
sumed that failure to act upon It faTwo wars airo. sneakimr
in
this
vorably is due to a belief on the part
a e
that its endorsement place and under similar circums
of the people
.he
I ventured the assertion
would simply create another Depart«; a, the
condition resulting rment or office with additional and un- public
law
I am of the opin- nullification of the prohibit .;
necessary expense.
was the Kientest issu,- confront.^ >he
ion, however, that the direct saving
of Maine. The repp sentativc,
effected by a competent Auditor with people
people met that
his salary
power would far exceed
its
importance and the
and the expenses attending the office. nlzed
law \\:u enacted, a measure ues.„u
The last Legislature
created the
<
no I) irp sse other than to eo
office of State Highway Commissionlessen the evils of nullification
er, thus recognizing fully the very
Under He provisions the !
great interest manifested in the movewas appoin e l. and
ment for good roads
throughout the Commission
months Maine has wi
state. It is no longer necessary tc about eighteen
n»>ss2,l the unusual spectuch of mm
argue the advantages and opportuni-lothed with levai authority, but oper
ties that would accrue to Maine by a
through Kxecutlve opsystem of better roads, for thue are
lion and initiative
if the functions of certain officiais
to warrant a
Public opinion seems
who either
for this îlected by popular vote,
most generous expenditure
wilfully «»r lacking both courage and
purpose, and the questions confront
have neglected the duties lming you now are those of important ibillty
losed upon them by their oath of of
detail alone. The amount of money
r^,.
Probably no single piece of le·.·
to be site»!, and how it shall bf raise !
ooks
elation Placed on our Statute
and apportioned by and between tin
ins ever caused so much m n> ral
State and the municipalities, the locaor created such
intense and
'ussion
how and
tion of the· work and
b>
differences of opinion and < i
whom it shall be done, these are the jitter
I cherish
jenslons as the Sturgis law
phases of this subject that invite your
illusions in regard to it. I know
attention at this time. In order to
t is condemned by many as ia se in
facilitate your labors along these lines
principle and contrary to the spirit of
a bill has been tentatively prepared
jur institutions, expensive, Inefficient
by the Highway Commissioner em
of political necessity
he
bodying, it is believed, the best meth- ind outgrowth
the last desperate attempt of fanods practiced in other States, and this
chock the mvelllni move·
Bill will be presented to you at an
nont for a liberal and
cosmopolitan
early date for consideration and disI
the liquor problem.
of
reatment
cussion.
mow that a hostile sentiment has ens
were
of
last
there
October
In
year
ο censure not only the law itself, bu
in confinement at the State Prison at
he men charged with its enforcement
Thomaston twenty-five patients of the
.heir method. Their fallut- are
class Known as the Criminal Insane.
Magnified and
Of that number fifteen were serving *■«
sinoverlooked or belittU-d,
unexpired terms of sentence, and ten
of purpose and
were held by order of the Court after
live openly and
had
their sentences
expired. The
luestioned. and tlie bell fι arduously
prison Is no place for these unfortunates. Their quarters and opportunities for exercise there are necessarily
very limited and Inadequate, proper
facilities for their comfort are altogether lacking, and it is impossible
for the prison officials to give the sptand «n'a r. and <b
ciflc care that the individual cases re- ,„1M.r»cl»l
aw will stan,I or fall b>
quire. They should be under the im- [ation of the facts and thei
1
l3
iu
mediate observation and supervision
not by the
inaylsis.
of physicians and attendants skilled
nriTisted prejudice ot tut x "
in the treatment of the insane. This
mil hopes ot an)· political party,
the
shared
view is
by
Superintendent
w,a l.e
of the Asylum at Augusta, who reguthe
at Thomaston.
visits
patients
larly
the Warden of the Prison, the Trustees of the Insane and the Inspectors
of Prisons and Jails. It Is obvious
nir it
Upon its publication it
that no provision should be made for
in our present
îxpected that this whole
the Criminal Insane
AsyluniB. for their presence there je opened for debae
llt.i,ate will
would be a distinct menace to the welother
Inmates. They
of the
fare
should have separate accommodations
and the best of care consistent with
course
public safety. The Arsenal grounds Counties This
sh(,r.
in act of justice to mv »«
sobest
the
offer
to
seem
it Augusta
Iff, and tin
lution of this problem, and if a suitmleht
able building were erected titer··, not
fairness tutwithheld
only would the cost of administration,
be remaintenance and attendance
we
duced to a minimum figure, but
a
would all feel that even the claims of
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prohibitory law could have been
prevented: First, by dutiful action of

of ill.

the local rffic'als: second, by the repeal of th*· prohibitory law Itself involving resubmission and the adoption
of some method of license to regulate
the liquor traffic, and third by the auof powers
thorization and exercise
similar to those granted wie Enforcement Commissioners under the Sturgis law. The local officials could not
or would not act, prohibition continued
a
to be the policy of the State and
trial of the Stargls law was Imperative. I aip attempting to discuss the

purely as a means to prevent
nullification, and believe that a largo
majority of the law-abiding citizens
of the State, Irrespective of party, substantially R"ree that the law was necmcanur

its
it lias justified
essary and l!'at
exist nee. The day of open and easy
law
nullification of the prohibitory
has passed In Maine. Public sentithe
of
forces
morn!
ment and all the
State l .tvi b« en aroused and arrayed
against It, and it will never return.
With all tin· clamor against the expense of the Sturgis law, with all the
outcry alleging political trickery, Insine rity at: 1 cowardice on the part of
its sponsors and its officials, 1 still
hold to th" opinion that rhe people of
Maine believe that nullification Is infir.'tely worse than any law which
nt it. a:i I
π ν -ctfully
s,. : s ti. ι.
liftun>beiil
.ai!.:..;: ιit i<
upon
every man who be!·.' v» s in the principle of la»-; nforeemuit as Indispensable to ti.i; οα·!5 ο of goo I government
and go i citin. nshlp, to support the
Sturgis law < τ to propose ami support
will ads'»me othtt measure which
c;:î:?c as well.
vance tl
The atienpi to me.ire a better enforcement of the prohibitory 'aw by
Κ forcement Commismeans of the
the
resubmission
sion has brougM
question into such prominence that a
fer to it in this address
failure to
would invite grave misunderstanding.
will
unch&lstatement
stand
The
lenged that speculation on the action
tills Legislature may take in
dealing
more
with resubmission Is causing
comment and exciting more interest
than any other topic of public moment
in Maine. 1 enter upon a brief diswith reluccussion of this question
tance. not because of the lack of conan
to exvictions or
unwillingness
press them, but simply b"cause of the
doubt in my mind as to my ability to
without
present some of its phases
violai ng the propri<!i<.. of an occasion I'pini which r· ferences to party
politics are neither expected nor desi re·!.
fair-minded
Every thoii^i if.il and
concilions
of political
in
student
a ver>
Maint· must admit that tlurc
strong sentiment in lavor of the propiti η to
ti*
»»
**o' "> ··' ft
>rtunositi"n
..
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these mental derelicts were r.o longer
Ignored by a humane ami watchful
State.
A fire occured In the laundry of the
Asylum for the Insane at Augusta last
fall, which not only caused a severe
pecuniary loss and much Inconvenbeyond a
demonstrated
ience, but
doubt that the water supply for the
extinguishment of fire was altogether
inadequate. It is of the utmost importance that the Asylums be fully
protected against disasters of this nature, for the consequences of an uncontrolled conflagration there would be
The State should
most appalling.
avail itself of every possible safeguard
for the prevention of the loss of life
and property in these Institutions, and
prompt actlou should be taken to seof
cure water In such q4antlty and
such power that all apprehension of
danger from this source may be removed.
of the Departments
The business
having offices at the State House has
expanded very materially In recent
it is apparent that very
years, and
are
many of the rooms in this building
no longer commensurate with the dethese
mands made
upon them. In
particular cases they have been put
which
for
those
to uses other than

they were originally designed, are
over-crowded and inconveniently arranged, and lack even the ordinary
requisites of good light and air. While
In my Judgment it would be unwise to
enlarge the State House. I believe
that a proper regard for public convenience and efficiency should influ-

encée you to approve the erection or
lease of an office building In this city
for State purposes and thus relieve
the congestion of which there is so

much just complaint
There are other public questions
which while not Involving the expenditure of large sums bf money affect
to a very marked degree the welfare
of the 8tate, and whloh should be discussed and settled by this Legislature

If we are to continue to be progressive and mindful of the people's rights.
The belief In the soundness and efFor tflctfanoniah of remarkable caret ficacy of the principle of the initiative
tead for Book on Rheumatism. Να 7, and referendum as a means to enable
C. L Hood Co, Lowefl, Man. ί the citizens to exDress more directly

which has permanently
cored thousands of cases.

thélr opinion of prohas become
verygeneral in Maine, and has beea recognized in the platforms of both political parties. We may safely assume,
these declarations
therefore, that
were made in good faith, and I heartily approve the adoption of a measure
that shall give them a practical and
binding efTect. The friends of the
principle have a very clear knowledge
of its meaning and purposes, and will
vigorously oppose any effort that may
be made to Krant form at the expense
of substance.
recommend a
I also advocate and
revision of the statutes governing the
method of balloting for elective offices
at the polls.
Every reasonable facility should be furnished the voter to
exercise his right of suffrage in secret
and without fear or favor, and his dosire and privilege to register his preference for any individual norrinee or
candidate should not be hampered or
defeated by the Importunities of a
and promptly

SUVSi": Hg* TZ
rrï'e

,nd timely crltlctsn..
The essential features

«- *■··

r

such a

.....

(or .hU faci and lh« Ι·Γ»

resolution

wo,ll'\, .^ \e

'««Λ
ordinal qutsj;

to plac- the
tioii before the vu., is ·ι"'η"
,,.irtic.
ntmroval or rejeciloa. If 'bat !>anic
ular a-.d Imi'ûrtant oi'Jectlon could >e
removod auJ U,· „».·.ΙΙ<«
to the
people directly, solely on it*
merits and unhampered by the preju,
(lice excited by premature and unnec>
essary legislative condemnation, tho
citizens of Maine would rally to. rwf·
firm their belief in the prohibitory
law and the cause of temperance be
infinitely strengthened and
For if we accept the principle of
th·
referendum we must recognlre
fact that Its fundamental strength
lies in the right of aft appeal to th·
people, and no good cause if fa y
and properly presented, should hes!I
tate to enter that Court or should fear
Its verdict.
, ,hank you. Gentlemen for >?ur
courteous attention, and am sure tha
animate
no more worthy desire can
us than to perforin our
duties here faithfully and
for the hist interests of the btate w·
love so well.

proposition

advanced.
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Most people know that if they have
been tick they need Scoif s Emuts ion to bring back health and strength.
But the strongest point about Scott9s
Emulsion is that you don't have to be
sick to get results from it
It keeps up the athlete's strength, puts fat
on thin people, makes a fretful baby happy,
brings color to a pale girl's cheeks, and prevents coughs, colds and consumption.

Food in concentrated form for sick and
well, young and old, rich and poor.
And it contains

;

no

drugs and

no

alcohol.

ALL DRUOOISTSi 60c. AND SI.OO.

BeckfMd.
MM
WMt ParU.
The funeral of Mr. John Cobb, who
The academy reopened Tuesday, the
Onward Rebekah Lodge, No. 29, held
at hi· home in Roxbury,
» publio installation of their officers on student· having enjoyed a vacation of died recently
Mus., was attended Tuesday afternoon
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Tuesday evening, Jan. 1. Their officers ten day·.
of
elected and installed (or 1Θ07 are as
Harry Purington, Bowdoin '06, and by Rev. A. W. Pottle at the home
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Frank Weed, '07, returned to Brunswick Mert Warren. A large oirole of relafollows:

THE OXFORD BEARS.

MTABLMHKD \M.

The
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ISSUED TUKSDATS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 8, 1907.

A

ATWOOD

Editer· a>d

Pari* Hill.
Baptut Church. Her. «. Q. Tartar pastor

FORBES,

PrtprMm.

GKOftOB M. ATWOOD.

A. B. roun.

Tk&ms —il .50 a year If paid strictly la advance,
otherwise •-'.00 a year. Single copie· 4 oaau.

Sunù*T achMl ««J

AU legal advertisement!
υτκΒΤίβκκΕΝΤβ :
are given three oonaectlve miertloni for tl.SC
contracta
per inch In length of ooluma. Special
made with local, tranalent and yearly advert»
—

Lewie M. Brown waa io Boston οτβΓ
the gueat of Capt. W. W. Kim- The officers were installed in a fine manner by D. D. Pres., Mattie D. Tuell,
o*i 1 et tbe navy yard.
There will be held apecial services assisted by Grand Warden, Mrs. Cora D.
Grand Sec., Mrs. Fannie J.
every night thia week except Saturday, Lurrey,
church· Rev. Addle Bock, Bmnons, Grand Treas., Mrs. Elvesa J.
a delightful apeaker, will preach Tuea- Denmen, Grand Guardian, Mrs. Anna C.
R®*· K· S. Cotton and Rev. I Young, and Grand Marshal, Mrs. MilThe installation ode was
ro «Pon other evenings. All dred F. Davis.
sung by a mixed quartette consisting of
are cordially invited.
S.
Mrs.
F.
Farnum, soprano; Mrs. C. £.
The tiret of the eerie· of sociables for
the winter at the Baptist church was Chase, alto; Mr. L. M. Irish, tenor; Mr.
held upon Friday evening. There was a C. E. Chase, bass; Mrs. H. H. Wardwell,
The men of the accompanist. Mrs. F. S. Farnum also
number

Job Paurrcte —New type, fa«t pteim, electrk
power, experienced workmen aad low prteea
combine to make thla department of our boat
new complete and popular.

Coming Event*.
Feb. Λ —Us font
Pond.
N<tW

Pomona

It range,

Bryant's

ADVERTISEMENT*.

Prejudice against Glasses.
The Democratic Argus.
Reduction Sale.
Invest Money.

Uarvard Cough Balsam.
Start Right.
Novel Cure for Colds.
To Enjoy a G κχΐ Dinner.
Bank Money Order·.
Two Notices of Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
The

THK

FIRST

ί?*.ρ1.Ιβ1

fWt
large

present
congregation had tbe

aup- sang a solo, and a piano duet was played
* ***" Bacc"*· by Miss Delia H. Lane and Mrs. WardA readirg was given by Mrs. Eva
·"■ well.
4f
,l,we ~ *
M. Swift. There was a large company
P««iore of the Baptiat present and after the installation cererch here were the recipients of gift# mony was over a bountiful and excellent
to
recently. Rev. and Mm. A. P. Wedee supper was served in the hall below
who moved into their new home at 372 150 or more people. The occasion was
lark Street, Lowell, Masa., were tender- pleasant for all attending. Onward
ed an old fashioned house warming bv Lodge is in a prosperous condition havtheir parishioners and friends to the ing a membership of 157.
The W. C. T. U. held an interesting
number of two hundred and fifty. Refreshmente were served by Mrs Wedire and well attended meeting Thursday
I
During afternoon of last week with Mrs. C.
aasi-ted by several of the
the evening members of the Ladies' Howard Lane. The programme includI
Social Circle of the Worthen Street ed an interesting paper by Mrs. Gertrude
Baptist Church, of which Sir. Wedge is Allen Pratt entitled the "Progress of
pastor, presented Mre. Wedge a hand- Woman," a number of short readings by
*nd friend· Rave Mr. the members, and singing of hymns, also
Lola
geone hundr*d dollars in piano music by Misses Delia and
«old. Music was furnished throughout Lane. There was also an interesting
discussion of several important quesbi tt* UdiM'
tions. The meeting in February will be
Kev. H. A. Roberta, who recently gave held with Mrs. David Emmons.
There was a union meeting of the
up tbe pastorate of the First Baptist
Church tu Montpelier. Vt., to return to churches under the auspices of the W.
C. T. U. on Sunday evening, Dec. 30, at
bis former field at Block Island, R I
e,eRant 8tU(|y the Methodist church. In the absence
table by several of the merchants of the of the president, Mrs. S. T. White acted
was a praise
city, and at the regular meeting of as presiding officer. There
Vermont Lodge of Odd Fellows, Mr service with Miss Delia II. Lane as orchurch and
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Seventy-Third Legislature.

PROCEEDINGS OK THK

Conductor—MIm Ella M. Curtis.
Chaplain—Mrs. Fannie J. Emmons.
R. S. N. G.-Mra. Mtklred F. Davie.
L. 8. N. G.-Mr·. Sarah E. Curtla.
B. S. V. G.-Mattie D. Tuell.
L. 8. V. G .—Mr·. Grace M. Miles.
0. G.—Mr·. Abble Peuley.
1. G.—Mr·. Clara A. Rldlon.
P. N. G.—Mm. Emma W. Mann.

SuniJay

era.

•IHHLX COP1KS.
81a#ie Copie· of the Democrat are four cenla
each. Tbey will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of paironi
jingle ropte· of each Issue bave been placed oa
•ale at the following places In the County ;
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Part·,
Noyés* Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetmaater.
Ruckfleid.
Α. F. Lewla, Insurance OlBce.
Fryeburg.
Mr·. Harlow. PoMOffloe.
Parts Hill,
Samuel T. White.
Weet Paris

Tuesday.

N. G.—Mr*. Mary E. Bucknam.
V. O.-Mra. Ev» M. Swift.

Sec.—Mr*. Cora D. Lurvey.
Vln. Sec.-Mlaa Mabel B. Bicker.
Treat.—Mrs. Marietta Willi·.
Warden—Mr·. Mary L. McKenney.

WEEK OF

SESSION.

The
Seventy-third Legislature oi
Maine, chosen for the yearn 1907 and
1908, met at Augusta last Wednesday.
In some respects this session differs
from that of several previous legislaWhile for a longtime there has
tures.
been only a small minority of Democrats
in either branch, in this legislature
there are enough to make a very respectThe senate as organized
able minority.
contains
Republicans and 8 Democrats, with one Republican contesting
the seat of one of the Democrats sworn
in. The house contains 88 Republicans
and 63 Democrats.
Both branches organized on Wednesday. Fred J. Allen of Sanford was
chosen president of the senate aud Don
A. H. Powers of Houlton speaker of the
house. Both of these officers were
nominated by the Republican caucuses
without contest, the result having been
assured for some time. The Democratic
nominees were Oakley C. Curtis o?
Portland for president of the senate and
Charles P. Johnson of Waterville for
speaker of the bouse.
Other officers were chosen in the
senate as follows:
Secretary—Frank G. Farrlngton of Augusta.
Asst. secretary—3. C. W. Simpson of Portland.
Messenger—C. H. Lovejoy of Sidney.
Aest. messenger—J. F Α «Ιι ford ofThorndlke
Seal of
Second asst. messenger—F. Roy

oSbSK*

£bLh??nted1 wjthuan

Roberts was presented with a nice gold ganist.
headed cane by the lodge
Scripture readlnr was by Rev. MUe
Thomas Whiteside.
Hereafter the Paris Hill Library will Prayer byI Rev.not
ashamed of the
am
Address,

VVe,1r8dv
thrift
three to four-thirty.

Macduff.

Goepel of

Miss Miriam Herrick, who is attending
the "Williston School" in Cambridge,
Mass., has been spending the holiday· at
home with her parent·, Judge and Mrs.
Herrick.
New Year's eve the young people of
the Epworth League spent a delightful
evening at the home of their pastor, Rev.
P. B. Schoonover.
There was a public installation of the
officers of Sunset Rebekah Lodge Mon-

day evening.

Miss Helen Bisbee has been spending
her vacation with her mother.
Mr. Isaac Morrill is engaged in looking after h'.· lumbering interest· this
winter, as well as running his mill.
The hay press is busy getting the hay
ready to market. Farmers report good
prices in this vicioity.
Mrs. F. L. Edwards entertained delightfully at her home in honor of her
guests, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Edwards and
A fine musical programme was enson.
joyed and the evening was spent socially
Refreshments were
and with games.
served.
The following officers were installed
at the Masonic installation:
W. M.-Dr. I. H. Wight.
P. W.-Fro) B. Merrill.
J.

W—Alphonse

Vandenkerckhoven.

Treae.—Elmer H. Young.
Sec.—Herbert C. Rowe.

S. D.—Davie G. Lovejoy.
.1. D.-Freil L. Edwards.

S. 8.—Albert C. Frost.
J.8.-H.M Farwell.
Chap.—J. H. Harrow».
Mar.—Ν. E. Richardson.
Tyler—J F. Ballard.
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All are invited
The funeral of Mrs. Moaea Brown of
Bast Buckfleld waa attended Tuesday
morning by Rev. Eleanor B. Forbes.
Wednesday the Potties dined at Che
Dudleys' on Mountain side.

chapel.

wood and pulp wood
from this station.
about four dollars a

Large amounts of
are being shipped
Cord wood nets
cord.

Locke's Mills.

Mrs. W. H. Farnham is spending a
few weeks with her sister in Auburn.
Mr. W. H. Farnham left town Thursday, Dec. 27th, to solicit insurance for
Accident
Mutual
the Massachusetts
Association.
Mr. Charlea Cross died at his home
early Saturday morning, Dec. 29. Funeral services were held Tuesday at 10

o'clock.

Mr. Edward Goodwin's friends will be
to learn that bis band is improv-

pleased

Oxford.

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Byrd have moved
Gorham, Ν. H.
There will be union services of the
three churches Sunday, Tuesday and
Thursday evenings of this week.
Mine Maud Jacobs of the News office
has returned from her vacation.
Pond.

John Hicks, who has been stopping at
George Waterhouse's, died Tuesday,
Jan. 3d, at the advanced age of nearly 90

years. Mr. Hicks was a native of Greenwood and earlv in life went tu Boston,
where he engaged in bueiness as a carpenter. He resided there many years
and finally returned to Maine and settled
in Auburn.
Ε. H. Pike has bought the farm of
Mrs. Albion Tubbs in Greenwood and
will move to the place in the spring.
Clarence Kelt has returned to Audover
West Surplus whore he is employed by
Edwin Poor.
Harold Chapman of Auburn is canvassing in this section for nursery stock.
and fell
II. H. Cushman slipped
across his sled Wednesday in such a way
as to fracture several ribs.
Geo. L. Whitman has been confined to
his room for eight weeks with sciatic
rheumatism.
1). A. Cole attended the mail carriers'
meeting at South Paris Tuesday.
Mr. Bert Whitman is in failing health
from the effects of the measles. His
physician is discouraged over his case.
À new standpipe has been erected at
the water tank in placo of the one demolished last week.
Hev. W. H. Lang of Lewiston will
preach at the Baptist church Jan. 0, and
each Sabbath following for the month.

afternoons from
Jesus Christ,
Mr. Evan*, pastor of the P. B. church.
The Library is for
Ring Out Wild Bella, Rev. Misa Macduff.
Poem,
of
tbe people, and at the state meeting
Librarians the idea was brought out em- A good congregation was present.
Mrs. E. L. Wood has returned from a
η a
UP°D "The People
p.aper
"
that the people are for visit of about two weeks with relatives
Our library has books at Rumford Falls.
the Library.
Granite Chapter, O. E. S., will have an
upon a great variety of subjects, and
and its magazines are very installation of officers next Thursday
at
Masonic Hall.
10,
Let every person in district evening, Jan.
*tt,r»ctive
V. !» understand that these are to be Granite Lodge members and their famihad for the asking, on Wednesday after- lies are invited to attend.
There was a New Year's dance at Dunnoons from three to four-thirty, and in
the evening from seven thirty to nine, at ham's Hall on Monday evening of last
week with a good attendance.
Hamlin Memorial Hall.
Rev. Miss Macduff has gone to ClareWhen enumerating the improvements
at Hamlin Memorial Hall some weeks mont, Ν. H., to visit relatives for about
ago, it was an omission not to mention two weeks. She expects to again octhe new hitching post. This was the cupy the pulpit on the third Sunday in
Wbu knew tbe need °r it, January. It is expected that the pulpit
*
in
y Ae*ociation received it will be supplied during her absence.
Special Christmas music was given
book< "Souvenire in the morning on Christmas Sunday
Of
by Jps»»e Benton Fremont, both at the Baptist and Universalis
η
taken from Paris Hill Library, brintrs to churches. On account of the inclement
Greenwood.
weather the music apecially prepared
mind an old letter, written by Thoa. Η
We never took much stock in weather
Benton, the father of Mrs. Fremont. It for evening service at the Universalis!
was written to Mr. Andrews before his church was postponed until Jan. Otb. forecasts, but curiosity prompted us to
Waldo.
FoMer—W. G· Fuller of Unity.
The programme included a duet, "O look into the Peruna almanac and this is
8
marriage and before his twenty-eighth
Asst folder—lohn J. Dearborn of Newburg.
Little Town of Bethlehem" by Alice what we find: 1st to 3d—Windy period.
birthday and is as follows:
Doorkeeper—Stephen D. Lord of Athene.
Barden and Madge Tuell, a duet by R. Great rush of air from the west and
In the house the following officers «on
N\ Stetson and Mrs. C. E. Chase, a solo northwest. Dangerous gales sweeping
00
were chosen:
by Mrs. F. S. Farnum and three selec- over the Great Lakes, the Middle At•loa to
Clerk—Ε. M. Thompson. Augusta.
tions by the quartette.
lautic States and New England.
Asst. e'erk— Harry M. Coolldge, Plttsdeld.
v«u
" J0U
inη this honor*O e etatlon But Jet me advl«
Then the name curiosity caused us to
Messenger—Fred Hoar. Machlas.
w,th
calmness
,ucce,w
look into Ayer's almanac and this is
First as-it. messenger—Wm. J. Smith, GardiTM*V?ur
h"e
friends of Mrs. O. A. Bird
The
many
ner.
what we see, much more abreviated
much
will be glad to bear she is gaining; she
Second asst. messenger—Clyde B. Scrlbner,
than the preceding. 1, mild; then it has
Wilton.
is now able to sit up some through the
more to say until it gets down
Postmaster— L. M. Phllbrlck. Mt. Vernon.
of
day. Miss McQuinn, the nurse, went nothing
Mall carrier—lames Chase, Lltchtleld.
to the 5th, when it says rain. All of
w.th
prudent—watchful.
home Saturdav. Jan. 5th.
First folder—Joseph H Dickson, Elliot.
ΐ
oure faithfully,
ehows
that it is mostly if not
which
Second folder—Chapln Lydston, Litchfield.
Thos. If. Bknto.v
Third folder—L. E. Thornton, Ashland.
East Sumner.
guess work after all. Some anwholly
that tb« "ecund
First doorkeeper—Patrick Haves, Chelsea.
cient writer put on record a saying quite
!°n,akes the wrapper and The Congregational and Baptist similar
Second doorkeeper—orrlson W. Cole, Etna.
leaf n#
to this:
"Boast not thvself of to™"k
-of—
Tk». ia I Ladies' Circles united on Wednesday in
At toe Kepumican caucus weanesuay
for thou knowest not what a
for the morrow,
evening Hon. William P. Frve was nomi- no post mark or letter Htamp other than the furnishing of a public dinner
which seems to
benefit of Mr. Kalph L. Hodgdon and day may bring forth,"
nated for United States Senator by Sen- "Washington. D. C., 25—" io writing.
the most correct after all that is said
It be
ator Harold M. Sewall of Bath. The
The San Francisco Call has this to say his mother, Mrs. Ann H. Hodgdon.
about our Ruperior knowledge.
nomination was seconded by Representa- regarding Col. Morris, who has recently was a largely attended and very successEdgar Morgan and wife visited at the
tive Dyer of Buckfield and Representa- come from command of the army post at ful atlair, the net proceeds amounting to Bennett
place Friday. Mr. Morgan's
this
of
The
over
$28.00.
recipients
tive Smith of Patten, and Senator Frye San Francisco to take command of the
diseased eye is not so painful as formerit
and
acclamaappreciate
was declared the nominee by
and sometimes he can see the outline
post at Portland: "Colonel Charles Mor- generous gift greatly
their eincere thanks ly,
tion.
ris is what is known as an ideal post desire to ezprese
of objects with it and possibly it may
received
and
other
favors
for
this
I.
during
Arthur
of
For Secretary
State,
commander. Every officer who has servyet be restored.
Brown of Belfast was nominated by 55 ed under him says that he is a 'tine ad- their unfortunate condition. Mr. HodgCharles A. Dunham of West Bethel
votes against 4 s for William S. Cotton ministration officer,1 and in that line of don is totally disabled for work and and Allen
Cummings of Albany were
hard to sustain
of Lisbon.
detail he is second to uone in the United Mrs. Hodgdon is trying
our guests Saturday and stopped with
For State Treasurer, Pascal P. Gil- Status army. During his command here, them, while in poor health herself. uh until the next
day. A young man
The family denerve and receive much
more of Bucksport was nominated by 57
and his girl were hero also Saturday
covering the last four years at the
who
A.
from
all.
S.
Oldham,
M.
Dunbar
votes against 48 for Kendall
Presidio, he has promulgated many sympathy
and spent the evening witb us.
also is unable to labor, was also kindly
of Damariscotta.
order:·, instructions and customs, which
On New Year's day, 1900, Sylvester
Hon. Hannibal E. Hamlin of Ellsworth have been well received by those under remembered on Thursday by his friends Cole had a social
gathering, the writer
in
substanwho
and
brought
neighbors
was renominated by acclamation for At- his charge.
now
same
are
orders
These
beteg there by invitation. Last New
aid
and
of
to
tokens
their
tial
sympathy
General.
torney
being carried out by Colooel John A.
Year's day he had a similar gathering,
For State Assessor three names were Lundeen, the new commandant. When cheer one who is unfortunate. Such extended the invitation as before, but
are appreciated and cheer the
kind
acts
of
William
J.
Presidio
to
his
Thompson
left
the
to
Col. Morris
presented:
go
circumstances put a veto on our being
China, Ε. M. Johnston of Brownville, new post at Portland, Me., he took with heart of the recipient while the donors there, so that history repeated itself
and Lucius C. Morse of Liberty. On the him the best wishes of the officers who are noue the poorer for it. These kind
only in part.
first ballot the vote stood, Thompson 42, had served in his command. For four acts also speak well for the community,
No ice has boen harvested about here
Johnston 35, Morse 27. Thompson was years Colonel Morris kept the troops in and exhibit the best kind of Christianity. as
yet, since it is not thick enough for
the
nominated on the fourth ballot.
hie charge up to the fullest degree of Mr. Oldham feels deeply grateful for
that purpose.
and
Bhown
him
kindness
was
renominatappreciates
Augustus W. Gilman
efficiency. This was evidenced by the
Our thanks are due our cousin, Mrs.
ed by acclamation for Commissioner of work done at the time of the late calam- the same.
(1. B. Maxim, for a recent kind letter.
the
Mr.
Muttart
Rev.
of
Reid
pulpit
William
H.
supplied
and
Agriculture,
ity, when the troops were rushed into at Woolwich on
In it was an anecdote of her grandfather,
Sunday, where he has Setb Sturtevant, which materialized
the city and did such valiant service in
Augusta for State Binder.
durCandidates for the Executive Couucil checking attempts at looting and gener- accepted a call to labor.
at Valley Forge.
£ast ing the encampment
church
at
The
Congregational
were named as follows:
that
is
true
It
ally maintaining order.
It is worth a reprint and so will enclose
one
First District— Leroy Κ. I'lke, Cornish.
these troops were ordered in from the Sumner will not probably hire any
it for that purpose. We may refer to
in the summer.
Second District—Thurston 3. Burns, West
Presidio by General Funston, who was at to supply till early
that good old soldier again next week:
brook.
Rev. Mr. Atheam and wtfe were at
that time in command of the department
"Mr. Seth Sturtevant of Qartford, was a
Thirl District—W. Scott Llbby, Lewlston
East Sumner on Wednesday and attendwork
Ftmrth District—Charles D. Newell, Klch· of California, but the
splendid
member of Gen. Washington's body
ed the circle dinner. Arthur B. Briggs
mood.
was due to the drilling they
did
they
a story has been told by
Fifth District—Thomas G. I.lbby, Vlnalhaven.
were also present. guard. Many
had received under the supervision of and wife of Hartfurd
Mr. Sturtevant about his trying wrestling
Sixtli District—Anxus Campbell, Mlto.
in
are
their
Farmers
year's
laying
District—Charles F. Daggett of Colonel Morris."
Seventh
tilts with Gen. Washington, during their
stock of ice.
Presque Isle.
last encampment at Valley Forge. Mr.
wife
have
and
returned
Ricker
Lovell.
nominated
caucus
George
The Democratic
Sturtevant said ho and a friend thought
and
visit
to
Boston
from
a
vicinity.
of Brunswick,
Pennell
William M.
the
The annual meeting of
Congregawould get up a wrestling match;
Teamsters are now busy as there is they
sheriff of Cumberland County, for Unit- tional church was held Monday afteraccordingly one evening they started out
ed States Senator, he having 34 votes to noon.
officers were plenty of enow for good eledding.
The following
to go the rounds of the camp, Mr. S. said
13 for Judge William H. Newell of chosen:
to his friend, "I shall challenge the first
Hebron.
Lewiston.
Moderator—C. K. Chapman.
man I meet to wrestle with mo."
They
The death of Miss Uattie Bailey TuesClerk—λ. M. Pottle.
had not gone far when they met a man
Treasurer—C. R Pott'e.
after a few hours' illness,
day
morning,
a
cloak.
did
not
Trustee·—J. H Steam*. J. C. Stearns, li. H.
wearing
large
They
The Democrats lost no time in getting
was a great shock to the community.
H. Brown, C. K. Chapman.
him but Mr. Sturtevant chaltheir favorite measures before the legis- Moore, C.
Miss Bailey was a very active, kind- recognize
him to wrestle. The tall man
The officers of Suncook Grange were
lature. At the first opportunity after
hearted woman and will be greatly miss- lenged
the organization of the senate, Senator installed Friday afternoon. The grange ed. The funeral was Thursday morning. accepted and they took hold in good
Staples of Knox, the old Democratic held an all day meeting, conferring the Miss Bailey has a brother and sister liv- earnest. In a few moments Mr. S. laid
on his back but this was not enough, he
The memwar horse, rose and presented a resolve four degrees in the forenoon.
ing: Hon. D. P. Bailey of Everett, Mass., clinched the tall man the second time
for the resubmission of the prohibitory bers of Sweden Grange were present and Mrs.
of FarmingI'urington
George
but no sooner than he did so found himamendment and a bill to repeal the by invitation.
ton.
self lying on his back the second time.
The crystal wedding of Bennett McSturgis law. The president of the
There was a social gathering at the
senate called Mr. Staples' attention to Daniels and wife was celebrated at their ladies' parlor Monday evening with a Mr. Sturtevant arose and said, "I am
the fact that he had not endorsed the home on Saturday, the 29th inst. About New Year's gift to Dr. Craue of $31 in satisfied but I would like to know who
were present, and the
in the devil you are?" Whereupon the
papers, and they were returned to him 25 of their friends
gold. Ice cream and cake were served, tall man threw
off his circular and to
for that purpose. During that brief couple were remembered with many and a
evening spent.
pleasant
Mr. Sturtevant'ssurprise it was no other
interval Senator Merrill of Cumberland, presents.
Mr. and Mrs. II. K. Stearns visited
"
Arthur P. Stone and wife with a party
than General Washington
another Democrat, got on his feet and
relatives in Paris Saturday and Sunday.
a
have
made
we
mentioned
the idea of
from
One
of
friends
and
Cambridge
a
resubmission
ago
year
resolve,
presented
Henry Bearce has returned to Orono.
a record of the persons who
his will take precedence over that of visit to their summer home on the island
Miss Alice Bearce has gone to Boston keeping
in Upper Kezar Lake.
died during the year, and here it is.
Staples.
for the purpose of becoming a trained
None except those whom we knew perSenator Hastings of Oxford is chairnurse.
Mason.
have been recorded. John F.
man of the senate committee on elecProf. J. F. Moody was at home last sonally
Dearborn, Rev. Mr. Budden. Judge Wiltions, which bas the Kennebec County
T. F. Hasting* was in town and chang- week.
Alex Day, L. Roberts, Thaddeus
contest in charge.
ed foreman in the woods the other day.
J. F. Moody, Jr., is at home on a vaca- son,
Chase, Etta BticV, Widow Isaac Reed, J.
Mrs. Lura Merrill haâ moved
her tion.
II. Briggs, Augusta Ricker, Chas. Judto Bethel.
The winter term of the academy openThursday was inauguration day, when family
kins, Carlton Gardner, Willard HerS. O. Grover has put* in a telephone. ed Wednesday, Jan. 2d.
Governor William T. Cobb took the oath
rick, Susan E. Brooks, Horatio HoughMrs. K. C. Uhlman is gaining.
of office for another term of two years,
ton, Elmer Brigge, Dr. Clark, Kingman
Austin Hutchinson was in town the
East Waterford.
and delivered his address to the legisPerham, Mrs. Arthur Morgan, Seymour
Dana
lature. This address will be found in 3d.
the
wife
of
Dec.
to
28th,
Born,
Cole, Hannibal Curtis, Moses Bryant,
Archie Hutchinson is at work hauling
full on the first page of this paper, and a
son.
a
Berry,
Augustus Billings, Dea. William Berry,
wood for G. D. Morrill.
Maude Miller who is employed in the Ε. E.
perusal of it is recommended to all
Fletcher, Dorcas Bryant, Elton
E. C. Uhlman is at work for Ervin
readers.
Waltham watW factory, spent Christ- Cord
well, Charles Croes, Amanda DearHutchinson.
Following the inauguration of the
mas week at homo.
born.
Ε. H. Morrill and wife went to Hastgovernor, the state officers were chosen,
Joseph Pitts of Harrison has bought
the nominees of the Republican caucus ings one day the past week.
100,000 feet of pine of Ο. N. Abbott on
North Parle.
his lot on Crooked River. A crew of
being elected by a strict party vote.
Denmark.
Three of Prof. W. W. Andrews' chilfour began Monday to cut it.
Oxford Pomona Orange.
Mr. Elmer W. Horry visited Portland
Lyston Abbott is working with his dren, Marion, Harold, and Catherine, of
Portland, who have been visiting their
Time, first Tuesday in February. Thursday.
team in New Hampshire.
Place, Bryant's Pond.
Mr. Alvin B. Ordway bad his little
Josephine Sanderson and Guy Aldrich grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. America
A. M.
finger smashed in a dowel machine Fri- of Bates College are spending the Andrews, have returned home.
Mrs. R. B. Nevers has been on the aick
Routine business.
day and it was amputated Sunday morn- month's vacation at L. M. Sanderson's.
Conferring 5th degree.
Helen Sanderson came home from the list but is better now.
ing by Dr. Sylvester of Harrison.
Woman's half-hour.
and Mrs. Howard Swan and LeanMr.
Mrs. Addie Wentworth is again mar- Central Maine General Hospital, where
An es<ay by Sister James Bowker.
Music.
shal for Mrs. D. D. President Hodgdon she is training for a nurse, with a badly der visited her parents, Mr. and Mr*. A.
Dinner.
in installing officers of the several Re- sprained ankle. She has since had D. Littlehale, Dec. 30th.
r. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow visited Rev.
bekah Lodges in this district. Den- toneilitie (as has her sister Josephine)
Music by cbolr.
and Mrs. Thomas Whiteside at West
mark Lodge, No. 50, I. O. 0. F., and and measles.
Kssav by member of Norway Grange
G. A. Miller lost a nice cow last week. Paris Jan. 3d.
Address, Kev. U. A. Clifford, Wit and Wl«tom. Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, will hold
Mrs. C. P. Dunham and little Rachel,
What !· the greatest foe the farmer a joint installation Jan. 10th.
Anna Hilton, formerly of this place, Is
Question
has to contend with?" Opened by II. II. CushMr. C. I. Smith has been appointed critically ill at the Central Maine Gen- who have been sick with the measles, are
iuaa.
better at present.
an agent for a piano firm in Portland eral Hospital.
Song, F. S. Pike.
One-half hour Id charge of lecturer of Franklin and will soon place a
piano in Mr. E. W.
Grange.
Bast Bethel.
Berry's store for a sample.
East Brownfleld.
M liste.
Mr. R. W. Truman la running the saw
Sbckktaby
Mr. Frank Stevens is sawing stove
The Congregational circle met with
Fred
for Mr.
Sanborn.
wood in this place with engine power.
Mrs. Hiram Gatchell last week.
Fires in Rumford.
Miss Amy Bartlett has returned to ber
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Whitney have returnMonday night, Dec. 31st, the saw mill
Byron.
ed from Fryeburg, where they have had teaching at Romford Falls for a winter
at Scribner Bros. Λ Stowell at Rnmford
term.
Mr. and Mrs. J. McMann spent Sunday charge of a hotel for several weeks.
Center was totally destroyed by lire, at at A. S.
Mr*. Etta Bean has gone to Norway to
Charles Adams is sick with pneumonia.
Young's.
a loss of $2400.
Mr. Maaon of Livermore is helping A.
An interesting L. T. L. meeting was do dreesmaking.
The bouse of Quincy Coolidge on Fern S.
Miss
Rose Greenwood has gone to
held last Friday.
Young cut Ice.
Street in that pert of Rnmford Falls
North Star Grange will have a pnblic
The G. A. R. and W. R. C. held their South Framingham, Maes, where she
has work.
▼illage known as Virginia was burned Installation of officers Jan. 3d.
installations last Saturday.
about β o'clock Wednesday night. AU
A. H. and J. Cleve Bartlett, who passΕ. E. Knapp has sold his pair of horses
The grange had its installation Frithe contents were destroyed, including a to Jonas Edwards of Auburn.
ed the Christmas vacation at their home
day.
which
had
been
left
in
the bouse.
dog
Mr. W. S. Dennett was quit·-tick last here, have returned to South Framing·
Edgar Q. Knapp has finished his logIt was insured for 1600.
week.
ham, Mass
ging Job.

fhl tIh.eKL,brarJ

years.
The week of prayer will be observed
by the two churchea of thia village by
union meetings, four evenings: Tuesday
and Wednesday at the Methodist chapel,
and Thursday and Friday at tne Baptiat

ing.

to

Bryant's

tive* and friends were present.
Mr. W. H. Cook has recently formed a
class in vocal music at North Buckfleld.
Mr. Hampden Allen was called to
Lewiaton Thursday to attend the funeral
of hia brother, Sidney Allen, aged 80

The house and lot of the late Emerson
Richmond in this village has been sold
to Walter Bean.
Miss Anna Lewis gave Λ very interesting talk on Home Missions Wednesday
the
at
afternoon
Congregational ist
chapel. Miss Lewis is an earnest speaker and presents her subject in a manner
which cannot fail to awaken interest
in her hearers.
Principal Ε. H. Pratt gives an exhibition of pictures Wednesday evening at
the Congregational chapel, the proceeds
to be used for the benefit of the school.
A convention of the Willing Workers
was held at the Advent chapel Tuesday
and Wednesday.
A four-horse team belonging to John
R ibinson broke through the ice on

Thompson Pond Friday. They succeeded in saving two but two were lost.
The Congregational Ladies' Circle met
at the chapel Wednesday afternoon.

Brownfield.
Mr. Gray, from the eastern part of the
state, is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Fitch.
Dr. Devereaux, of Kezar Falls, was
in the village Sunday.
Dr. Wentworth is at Ε. B. Bean's. He
is in very poor health.
Quite a number are suffering with bad
colde.
A

Fragment

CHAPTER TWO.
8ΤΕΑΙ»

The next

mailing

two

of

My

Late Visit.

FROM THK OM> HOMK10

HKAR ΓΟΝΙ).

morning, Nov. 1st, after
postal cards and going over

Job·'· Utter.
In "Gllmpee· of English Poverty"
Hawthorne ou thi* to say: "It might

almost make a man donbt the existence
of hi· own eonl, to observe how Nature
has flung these little wretches into the
street and left them there, so evidently
regarding them as nothing worth, and
how all mankind acquiesce in the great
mother's estimate of her offspring. For
if they are to have no immortality, what
superior claim can I assert for mine?
And bow difficult to believe that anything so precions as a germ of immortal
growth can bave been buried under this
dirt heap, plunged into this cesspool of
misery and vice! As often as I beheld
the scene, it affected me with surprise
and loathsome interest, much resembling,
though in a far intenser degree, the feeling with which, when a boy, I used to
turn over a plank or a log that had
long lain on the damp ground, and fonnd
a vicious multitude of unclean and devilish-looking insccts scampering to and
Without an infinite
fro beneath it.
faith, there seemed as much prospect of
a blessed futurity for those hideous
bugs and many-footed worms as for these
brethren of our humanity and co-heirs of
all our heavenly inheritance. Ah, what

mystery! Slowly, slowly, as often
groping at the bottom of a deep,
noisome, stagnant pool, my hope strugupward to the surface, bearing the
àlf-drowned body of a child along with
a

Sle*

it, and heaving it aloft for its life, and
my own life, and all our lives. Unless

made
know
not how the purest and most intellectual
of us can reasonably expect to taste a
breath of it. The whole question of
eternity is staked there. If a single one
of those helpless little ones be lost, the
world is lost!"
If any one fancies that he can utter
such sentiments in a more graphic style
let him try—and fail.
The fruit that was shaken down for us
from that little Christmas tree is a book
of addresses by Prof. Henry Drummond.
It might as well be called sermons. It
is packed full of apothegms. He is a
wonder. The chime-bells in his dome
ring sweet and clear and sweep the
whole horizon round.
We have to thank Mrs. Α. Κ. M. for a
fine view on a postal card of the AndroWe
scoggin River near Bethel Hill.
looked upon it in nature years ago. No
one need feel so very bad to drown in
such water and with such surroundings.
We also have to thank cousin N. E. R.
for the same of Main Street, Phillips.
That, too, has a familiar look with its
background of the everlasting hills, although we have not looked upon it sinca
forty yeare ago. Memory is a good
thing to have lying around loose. It
would be a much nicer thing if it would
of
wink
out
to
have the
grace
sight the unpleasant transactions of the
past. But they will pop up unbidden
sometimes, like Banquo's ghost.
Mrs. H. Davee is afflicted just now
with severe neuralgic pains, pains to
which we have been a stranger. No
doubt there is a family resemblance in
all the pains that afflict mankind, from
bee-etings to belly-ache. As a counterirritant bee-stings may relieve the colic
by diverting the mind into a new channel. Outward pain may soothe an inward pang, or it may not. It shall be
just as you say. If the pains of dissolution are more severe than some that we
have known, we are not specially anxious
to bo dissolved.
We hear that Mrs. Moses Brown is
very low, and that Miss Γ .aura Dean is in
Mr. Tilton lias
a critical condition.
taken to his bed—passing out with the
tide—crossing the bar. Sometimes it
eeems that it is ebb-tide with the most
of those we know and have known in
the years gone by—and how many, alas!
have crossed the bar and are hidden in
the low-brooding mist on a shoreless
And yet perhaps the word alas has
sea.
no rightful place in that connection.
John.

slime-clogged nostrils can be
capable of inhaling celestial air, I
these

the place with Mr. Berry, so as to show
him the situation when the family was
broken up in 1878, I took the North
Turner road for the purpose of calling
on two aged people well known in my
younger days, intending to stop over
night farther on towards Livermore.
My first call was on an aged lady, so
intelligent and interesting as to deserve
Her maiden name
a few lines of notice.
was Lydia Putnam, and she belonged to a
family of four daughters, all of whom
married but only one of them became a
Her first
mother except by adoption.
husband was Noyes Ames, who died
after reaching middle age. After living Recommendations of Sportsmen's
a widow several years she married for
Association.
her second husband William Morse, who
The Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game
after a while committed suicide by hangin
ing. Then the widow Morse hired a Association held its annual meeting
man to manage her farm a number of the state house at Augusta Tuesday.
of Pittsfleld was re-electyears, and finally Mr. Bridgham and his David M. Parks
ed president and £. C. Farrington of Authe purpose of caring for ber through gusta secretary and treasurer.
The association voted to recommend
the remainder of her life.
This old lady had just returned from that the State Legislature pass an act for
the better protection of fiah and game
a two weeks' visit in adjoining towns,
and although she has passed her 8T>th and regulating the carrying of firearms
milestone she is as smart and spry on on the wild lands of the state. The bill
foot as many a person twenty-five years provides that it shall be unlawful to
have in possession any firearms on the
younger.
After taking dinner with the family wild lands or upon the waters situated in
and conversing a while longer, I propos- the wild land townships of the state
ed to be going, when the old lady re- from December 1 to September, next
marked, "Don't be in a hurry; I bave following of each year, except upon the
something yet to show you." She then written license of the commissioners of
brought out quite a variety of minerals, inland fisheries and game. The penala day for
consisting in part of crystallized quartz, ties are $5 for the offence, $5
mica, tourmalines, garnets and a pudding every day firearms are had in possession
The two last were the finest and the forfeiture to the state of all firestone.
specimens I ever saw, and had there arms found in possession of any person
been an express office near by I should contrary to the above provisions. Wild
all
have tried to purchase tbem for Hebron lands shall be construed to be
Academy. The old lady said she found lands in all unincorporated townships.
Other recommendations of the executhem all on her own farm.
The widow Morse was always a first- tive committee, adopted by the associaclass neighbor, converted to the Chris- tion, are that the llsh in state hatcheries
tian religion, together with her first be fed a year longer before being rehusband, and always lived up to their leased; that large bodies of water be
screened to prevent the escape of fish;
profession so far as known.
My next call was on Alonzo Fuller, and that residents be restricted to one
who lives more than a mile farther on deer in a season which may be sent out
This would not prevent a
near the hoad of Bear Pond, and was of the state.
surprised to find a man 87 years old so resident killing two deer as now, but
athletic and one whom time is touching would prevent his shipping more than
so gently.
The reader will remember one to Boston market. A recommendathat not long since I gave a biographical tion to shorten the open time on deer
eketch of the four Hartford men, who fifteen days, ending it Dec. 1st instead of
Dec. 15th, provoked considerable diswere drafted to serve in the Aroostook
on the table.
war, and that Mr. Puller was one of that cussion and was finally laid
number, so that it does not seem necesQuite a Big Thirst.
Suffice it to add
eary to repeat it here.
Sixteen towns and cities in Maine
that he takes care of his stock besides
doing other kinds of work. IIo has bave liquor agencies, and the liquor furlived alone the most of the time for nished by the state commissioner during
In Oxmore than forty years, although at pres- 1000 amounted to $131,032.28.
ent a granddaughter cares for him a part ford County are two agencies, Bethel,
which took $1,802 00 worth, and Greenof the time.
To all appearance Mr. Fuller's intellect wood, which consumed to the amount
is as comprehensive and clear as in of 12,347.00. The quantities used by
middle life; and when I called on him each, as reported by the commissioner,
he was reading his paper.
During our are a^follows:
interview I spoke of his being a soldier
Bethel—Forty-eix gallons of whiskey;
in the Aroostook war, when he laughed nine gallons of brandy; 21 gallons of gin;
heartily and related several anecdotes 320 gallons of alcohol; 47 gallons of rum;
and incidents that the historian probably 10 gallons of wine; 01 dozen quarts of
L. D.
never heard of.
whiskey; four dozen pints of porter;
eight dozen pinte of ale.
(To be continued.)
Greenwood—Ninety-four gallons of
whiekey;21 gallons of gin; 231 gallons
Maine News Notée.
of alcohol; 235 gallons of rum; 03 dozen
quarts of whiskey; two dozen quarts of
The number admitted to the Maine brandy; two dozen quarts of gin; three
insane hospital during the past year was dozen quarts of wine.
091.
CURED OF LUNG TROUBLE.
Portland at a special election last week
"It is now eleven years since I had a
voted against annexing South Portland
by a majority of 800. This is the second narrow escape from consumption,"
vote on the question, and the majority writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
against annexation is greater than be- man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had run
fore. A third trial may be made under down in weight to 135 ponnds, and
the act of the legislature. South Port- coughing was constant, both by day and
land voted in favor of annexation some by night. Finally I began taking Dr.
time ago.
King's New Discovery, and continued
this for about six months, when my
From the deep forest comes the incough and lung trouble were entirely
formation that chopping will cease in a
gone and I was restored to my normal
greater portion of the lumber camps of weight, 170 pounds." Thousands of
the Kennebec river system about the
persons are healed every year. Guarantenth of January. The fall season was teed at F. A. ShurtlefT & Co.'β
drug
the very best for the lumber operators
60c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
store.

doing business on the high lands but
rather tough on the operators having
low lands to deal with.

Frost came late,
and the frequent rains of the late fall
kept the thick timber country almost
impregnable as far as teams were concerned. The cut on the systom will not
fall much short of that of a year ago.
The streams closed well filled with
water, rather more so than for many
and the frequent snows which
ave come with what may reasonably be
expected from now on until spring, give
promise of profitable log driving when
the season opens.

(ears

HOW TO CURE CHILBLAINS.
"To enjoy freedom from chilblains,"
writes John Kemp, East Otisfield, Me.,

"I apply Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Have
also used it for salt rheum with excellent
Guaranteed to cure fever
results."
■ores, indolent ulcers,
piles, burns,
wounds, frost bites and skin diseases.
25c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drag
itore.
THE RIGHT NAME.
Mr. August Sherpe, the popular overof the poor, at Fort Madison, la.,
lays: "Dr. King's New Life Pills are
rightly named; they act more agreeably,
io more good and make one feel better
than any other laxative." Guaranteed
io oore biliousness and constipation,
too. it F. A. Shurtleff A Go.'a drag ator·,
leer

Sleighs 1
Sleighs!

Sleighs!

18031

of the
Large stock, and a variety to suit
Over a century ago the Argus began telling Maine people happenings
ill tastes and everybody's pocket* then known world.
the last vessel from England," it
To-day inatead of the heading reading "By
book.
hour or day.
you the world's news of the preceding
givee
is
the
conNice sleighing and now
The Argus, during the century of its existence, has always so carefully
It Is known far and wide as one of the most
that
news
ita
ducted
department
time to buy.
reliable newspapers published.
a fearless aggressive
In principles Democratic. If you want the opinion of
as in
Democratic editor on what is being done politically in our own State as well
the Union, you should read the Argns.
of the
The Argua will be represented at Augusta during the present session
how to report in a concise, readable manLegislature by a man who understands
South Paris, Maine.
and their committee, toner all the doings of both branches of the Legislature,
STATE or HAUTE.
gether with the social gossip, etc., of the capital.

|

fllLLETT,

H. P.

OXFORD.

88:

Court of County Commissioners, December «étalon, A. D. 1906, beld at Pari·, within and for
the said County of Oxford, on the lau Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1906, being the 38th day of
•aid month.
Ε County CommlMloner· for the County
A. D.
of OxforiL In the month of
1906, aa provided by law, made actual Inspection
and
located
road·
of the County
duly
open for
travel lying In unincorporated township· and
tracta of land hereinafter mentioned In «aid
County, for the pnrpote of ascertaining the condition of Mid road» and esUmatlng the amount
needed to put the same in repair so aa to be «afe
and convenient for public travel; and it appearing on said Inspection that «aid road· were not
In good repair and not safe and convenient for
and that a tax ahould
purpose· of public travel for the
be assessed on said lands
repair of said
road· therein ; they do therefore on the 36th day
D.
A.
of December,
1906, adjudge and order that
the following turn· be aaseesed and the same are
assessed
upon the following landa In unhereby
land hereincorporated townships and tract· of
inafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads passing through them during the year
1907, to wit:

I'M!

September,

Andover West

The regular price for the Daily
Argus is S6.00 per year, but we want

people of the State to know how
things politically look from an Argus
standpoint, therefore will send the
Daily Argu* for the next three
the

99 EXCHANGE ST.,

months for 75 cents to all new sub-

scribers.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING
THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, 11.50 in
Clubs of 5, 95.00 in adadvance.

PORTL AND,

MAINE.

vance.

Surplus, for the purpose of

ing

In said Surplus the sum of
and flfty cents Is assessed

°

seventy-seven dollars
follow· :

a·

.7

«
Ο

l
Ο
W.

O

3.

ο
£
Dunn, part of homeHenry
100
stead,
1U0
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,

The International Paper Co.,
6200
balance of township,

M
«

«

>

Η

$ I·» $ I 25
125

1 25

7500

75 00

•77 50

SurHenry W. Dunn ofto Andover North
superintend the exappointed Agent
Is

And
plus I·

to law
jiendlture of the same asaccording
the law direct·.

and

give bond
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
repairing so much of the County way leadCorner to Upton as lies within
ing from Andover
said Surplus, and also so much of the Black
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Surplus, the sum of four hundred ami eleven dollars
and lift) -eight cents Is assessed as follows

required

to

ON

S
sIf

Ο

ν

5

υ

ο

a

Ο
It. L.

ύ

■
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ST.

>
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Morton
Chase,
500 #1200 $27 60
homestead,
6 90
3n0
l'reston Κ. Austin, homestead, 200
6 90
S00
200
H. A. Lovejov, homestead,
Chae. Chase, standing timber
4 «0
200
on same,
Henry W. Dunn, old 8.1.arned
4 60
200
100
homestead,
10 10
200
700
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
4 60
2U0
Andrew Abbott, lots No. 22423, 16»
2 76
120
96
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
5 18
225
Henry Abbott, lot· No. 31432, 180
4 60
21)0
160
George K. Smith, Umber lot,
Ε I. Brown, John Small farm
8 62
300
375
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
International Paper Co, E.
11 50
500
Plummer lot· 43. 44 45 4 46, 400
International Paper Co.. lots
40, 41, 42, 47, 48, and Marston
800
1000 23 00
lot,
International Paper Co.. remainder of township except
9900 12375 284 62
public lots,

Chas.

Fitzezy Shoes
Are made of the best heavy weight kid, capable of retaining
its shape yet flexible enough to adapt itself to the lines of
With
the foot just as an unlined glove does to the hand.
110 linings or seams to chafe, wearers of

FITZEZY SHOES
A few minutes wear will
have troublesome feet.
much
more comfortable they are than the ordihow
prove
fashionable and
nary footwear. They are made in both
comfort shapes.
never

S411 58
And It te hereby ordered that the tax assessed
airalnst Chas. Chase, Preston F. Austin, K. A.
Lovt'jov, Henry W. Dunn. Andrew Abbott,
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Barflett ami
Henry Abbott, George K.Smith, and Κ. I. Brown,
together with $209.12 of the taxe* of the International Paper Company, amounting in all to
$361.58, be expended upon the road leading
from Andover to Upton, and Lincoln Fuller of
Upton Is appointed Agent to expend the same,
and Is required to give bond as the law directe.
And the balance of said tax assessed against the
International Paper Company, amounting to
♦50.00, be expended upon the Black Brook road,
and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus Is
appointed agent to expend the same, and Is
required to give bond as the law directs.

Letter "C" for the purpoee of
so called,
"Carry
In
said
lies
which
ho
township,
Road",
called,
the sum of four hundred and ten dollars and
seventy-live cent* la assessed as follow·:

J.

W

w*
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C
Χ
Ο
Union Water Power Co, of
buildlot
and
Lewlston, dam,
200 $7000 $108 30
ings,
T. U. Coe, one-third, David Pingree, Ann Maria Wheatland
and Anna P. Peabody. twothlrdo of remainder of said
township except public lots, 19500 19500 30-2 25

$410 75
hereby ordered that the tax assesml
against the Union Water Power Co ($108.50) be
expended on the Black Brook Koad In said township, and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus
is appointed Agent to oxpend the same and Is
required to give bond.
The tax assessed against Coe et als, ($302.25) to
be ex|>cuded on the Carry Koad in said township, and Malcolm Mclnnls of Uoxburv Is appointed Agent, and is required to give bond as
the law requires.
"C" Surplus, for the purpoee of repairing
so much of the County road leading from
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus, the
aum of fifty dollars is assessed as follows:
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
public lots,
Bangor, and two-thirds by David Plngree, Ann
Anna P. Peabody,
Maria WheatUnd and
the sum of fifty dollars; and Bennett Morse
of Upton Is appointed Agent to expend the
saine and is required to give bond as the law
directs.

Academy Grant, for the

Fryeburg
purpose
of repairing the only County road therein,
ON
of thirty-eight dollars and eighty
the
sum

cents Is assessed

as

seven

follows :
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Leforest Connor, lot 3, R. 7, A
175 $ 600 $ 3 00
Ε. 1-2 of 4. R.7,
Allison Brown, W. Mof 4, It.7,
600
S 00
100
Α Ν. E. 14 of 5. R. 7,
M. A. A E S. Stowell, β. E. 12
of5, R.7, A S. W. 1-5of 5. R.
500
2 50
100
7, A 1-2 of 6. it. 7,
Est. A. 8. Bean, lots 1 A 2 In R.
5, and ptrts of lots 3, 4, 5 A β,
R 5, 4 A 9. R. β, and 4, R. 8.
and Ν. E. 1-4 I, R. 6, and lot 7
3500
17 50
In R. 7, and part of 6 In R. 7, 725
C. 8. Edwards Est., lots 8 A 9,
2 00
400
175
R. 5,
and
Ell Peabody
Hastings
500
2 50
180
Brothers, lots 1, 2 A 3. R. 8,
C. E. Valentine, N. W. 14 lot 5,
87
13
175
R. 7,
200
1 00
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, R. β, 200
25
50
30
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1, R.7,
26
60
D. A. Farwell, N. W. M 1, R. 6. 26
Frank Farwell Bet., 8. W. 1-4 1,
25
50
25
R. 6,
50
25
Ada L. Farwell, 8. E. 1-41, R. 6, 25
John W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
50
6
100
R. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
200
150
75
lots,
100
400
2 00
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
50
R. 4.
100
Mrs.C. F. Brown* part lot 1,
30
so
25
R. 4,
50
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1,R. 4, 10
5
50
W. C. Bennett, part meadow lot,
100
200
Roscoe F. Cross, lot 5, R. β,
]
$3*87
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
Grant Is appointed Agent to superintend the
expenditure of the samo and Is required to give
bond as the law directs.

COUNSEL
"I want to give

β

Ο

se

μ

some valuable advice Qeo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma1000 $2000 $ 7 00
son lots β, 7, β A 9, R. 1,
to those who suffer with lame back and
Same owners, balance of townkidney trouble," says J. R. Blankenship, ship draining into the A ndroof Beck, Tenn. "I have proved to an
scoggln river north of Berlin
6000
265)
17 60
Falls, Ν. H..
absolute certainty that Electric Bitten
100
36
100
F rue Estes, 12 lot 9, R. IS,
will positively cure this distressing con- Demeritt A Hall, for Ingalls
400
6·Ό
210
dition. The first bottle gave me great
homestead,
800
3.Ό
1000
relief and after taking a few more bot- Est. of Alonzo Flfleld,homes'd, 200
350
1 42
J. A Twaddell,
tles, 1 was completely cured; so com- itillman N. Llttlehale, homes'd, 500 1000 3 50
50
20
75
pletely that it becomes a pleasure to Fred Gorman, W. 1-4 lot 2, R.8, no
200
70
recommend this great remedy." Sold i. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
200
300
70
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1, R. 15,
A.
A
at
F.
Shurtlefl
under guarantee
200
200
70
leth Walker, lot 3. R. 9,
Co.'β drug store. Price 50c.
flastlngs Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
96
300
275
and 1-2 lot 9, R. 13,
International Paper Co., bal. of
Mother Grjy'i Swwt Powdtrt for Children,
66 30
18945 18945
Iota,
except
public
township
nurse in the
8ueeessfnHy use by Mother Gray,
Children'* Home In New York, Cure Feverish$104 79
nesa, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
anil regulate the Bowela and Deatroy Worms.
And Sttllman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
At
all
Over 30,000 testimoniale. They never/ail.
s appointed Agent to superintend tne expcndldrugglita, 2Sc. Sample FRKE. Arioreaa, Allen ure
of said tax and is required to give bond aa
8. Olmsted, Le Roy. Ν. T.
he law directs.

hereby ordered that said
published aa the law requires.

And It is

te

▲

ne

copy—attest
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The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company
are

all

ready

County Color's
of the

ffWAtti.ua y. WHITMAN, Clark.

holidays

for the

with

OF

full line of useful

a

things consisting

KINDS

ALL

of

-

FOOTWEAR

ALSO

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES
Our assortment is better than
store.

surely

We

ever

in the

history

of the

have the best line of footwear in this

part of the State and all of our customers know that the
price is always right. Come here for your footwear

and you will And what you want and

save

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

money.

Company,

BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE,

OPERA HOUSE

Money

Invest

Pretty good in50 to 150 per cent, profit!
vestment, Isn't it ? The "Money Bajcs" of Wall
Street grab chances at tJ per cent.—why don't you
take advantage of a better one ?

BUY A TUBULAR
Invent in a Sbarplee Dairy Tubular Cream Separator. It gets a quarter more to twice an much
cream as pans or cane.
Every year it pay» ">0 to
150 per cent, clear profit on its cost. Only Tubulars have waist low can—simple bowl suspended
from frictionless ball bearing—wholly enclosed
self-oiling gears. A Tubular did 24 years' work
without repairs. Let me show you one like it.

I

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.

1

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

TAKING STOCK
Look for bargains in short
lengths in all departments.

Our store will be closed all

FRIDAY, JAN. 4th, 1907.
This will enable
be

ready

us

complete

to

to serve you much

open

our

doors to any

Jan'y 5th

our

better.

Please do not ask to be admitted

on

inventory quickly
that date for

we

day
and

cannot

one.

we
see

will be
you all.

pleased to

Sincerely Yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.
NORWAY, MAINE.

assessment

County of Oxford.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

It Is

ON

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

Township
ON
repairing the Black Brook road,
lying in said township, and also the

ON

The average Stock RMaer hardly realises the
vslue of cow, steer and horse hldea when conGet the
verted Into fur coata, robea and rug».
new llluatrated catalog of the Crosby KrUlan Fur
Co., Rochester, Ν. T. It will be a revelation to
you. And "Crosby pays the freight."

EASTERN ARGUS
PUBLISHING CO.,

THRMB.

repairing that part of the County road leadONfrom
Anaovcr Corner to Upton which lies

Riley Plantation for the purpoee of repairSixty Maine girls left Boston recently
ing the road In said Plantation runnlnn np I
for Pasadena, Cal., where they will be
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
winter.
The
hotels
this
at
the
engaged
the sum of one hundred ami four dollars and
occasiou is regarded in the way of a lark. seventy-nine cents Is assessed as follows :
Later another party of Maine and New
Hampshire girls are to leave for North
β
t~
2
S
Carolina for the same purpose.
<
S
2
M
g
«
ο
5
S
s>
>
FROM THE SOUTH.
WISE

Shall W« Tan Tour Old·!

Weekly.

and

Daily

CASTORIA Fir Infants anë Chidren.

Tka KM Ym Han Alwait Btackt
i

Ben» the

—

Semorcst

îtic «xfatft

MU* Ids Kerr hu been visiting friend·

In Berlin for a few

Prom the Kennebec Journal's biogri iphical sketches of the members of the
Miss Carrie Hubbard of Lovell is with
legislature, we appropriate the sketches sf the Oxford County members. By the
her sieter, Mrs. George P. Eastman.
courtesy of the Journal we are enabled t ο present the accompanying portraits.
The annual meeting of the Citizens
SOCTH PARIS POST OFFlcB.
•SENATOR.
Martin, Jerry H., Rumford Point.
Telephone Co. ia held this Monday even7 :30 A. M. to 7 » F. H.
Omet Hour·
Hastings, Henry H., Bethel. Republi- Republican, Universalist, farmer, marat the assessors' office.
ing
52. Born in Rumford, and
,iiHD TBCKE RA1LWAT.
can, Congregationalism lawyer, single; ried; age
There will be a special
Commencing Sept. 30,1906,
meeting for age 41. Born in Bethel; educated at educated in the common schools. Lives
Bible
on
the
ancestral
acres, which he has
study at the Norway Baptist Gould's Academy and Bowdoin College.
TKAIMS lkavk south paris
Has been superintendent of schools of kept at a high point of cultivation. It
9:44 A. M., church, Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
W A.
<U11t;
."«rtJ-S
.lown
iio!i«
Bethel for the past five years. Member is frequently spoken of as one of the
Sunday ; 4:35 P. M., 'tally.
A new diamond was put in
i|»lly
Saturday, of the last House.
best upland farms in town. Has served
uolnuttp wertj-iotfi a. *..<Ully; 3Λ5Ρ.Μ., 1 at the
of
the
Grank Trunk and
croaaing
β *7 p. m.. daily.
the town six years as selectman, and is a
Norway and Paris Street Railway on
REPRESENTATIVES.
charter member of the graage, which he
Mr. ami Mrs. Fred W. Tirrell of Turner Pleasant Street by the station.
Dyer, Frederick R., Bucktleld. Re- has served as Master ten years. Mr.
relatives here for a
been
visiting
have
The Lord's Supper was observed at publican, no religious preferences, at- Martin enjoys to a marked degree the
esteem and confidence of his fellowfew «lays.
the Sunday morning service at the Unitownsmen. Member of last House.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy P. Allen bave been versalist church, and one member was
for a few days visit- received into the church by baptism.
here from Bridgton
Stearns, Albert

SOUTB_PABIS.

^««pcSiM-W;

j

can,

The Delta Alphas met with Mrs. Ordthe Oxford County way Sat unlay afternoon, the meeting
honor of Miss MarAgricultural Society will be in session being a special inwho
is returning to
Thursday, Jan. 17th, at 9 o'clock a. m„ guerite Clifford,
Refreshments and sociaat the assessors' office. South Paris, to Bates College.
revise the premium list. Any of the bility made the afternoon's programme.
members or patrons who have any sugThe regular meeting of the Woman's
gest OS to make are invited to attend.
Christian Temperance Union will be
W. O. Frothingham, Sec.
held with Mrs. Tolmau Thursday afterThe Mount Mica Building Association, noon at half past two. A lar^e attendis business of
which owns Odd Fellows' Block, at its ance is desired as there
meetannual meeting last Thursday re-elected importance to come before the
the old board of directors—A. E. Shurt- ing.
leff. Walter L. Bonney and Winfield S.
There will be special meetings at the
Starbird. Frank A. Shurtleff was re- Methodist church on Tuesday, Wedneselected clerk and treasurer, and will also day, Thursday and Friday eveniugs at
continue to have charge of the public 7:30. All
persons are cordially invited
hall.
Rev. A. K. Baldwin will conto attend.
The Seneca Club was entertained by duct a young people's rally Tuesday
Mrs. Hathaway and Miss Rounds at Mrs. evening.
Ilathaway's last Monday evening. On
Mrs. Lizzie Millett has presented to
account of the inclemency of the weather the Methodist church an
individual
neverbut a few members were present,
communion service with one hundred
theless a very entertaining programme and twenty glasses, and two silver colwas carried
out, dainty refreshments lection plates. The gift is iu loving reserved, and another pleasant evening en- membrance of her mother and is gratejoyed.
fully appreciated by the church.

Chairman advance which Maine showed in the
New England interstate match this year.
His careful coaching prior to the departure of the team for Massachusetts and
his excellent judgment in coaching the
team during the match, to the limited
sion us Second Lieutenant. Department extent which coaching is possible uuder
Commander of Department of Maine
present rules, were the largest factors
United Spanieh War Veterans for year in Maine's success."
just past. Always a Republican.
Tufts Mandolin and Glee Club concert
at the Opera Bouse under the management of Norway High, '07, was in every
way a marked success. The proceeds
greatly increased the class treasury.
The organ recital at the M. E. church
Jan. 3d was an opportunity rarely given
(he music loving people. The new organ is a most excellent one in the opinion of thoee who should know atout
such matters. The entertainment was
given by the following artists: Prof.
Bearce of Boston, an expert organist
for the E. W. Lane Organ Co., assisted
by Jennie Cbenery, contralto soloist, of
Livermore, and F. E. Tower of Norway.
Oxford County Pomona Grange at
Concert Hall, New Year's day, was attended by nearly 400 members. Following the usual routine business in the
morning was the work in the fifth degree. The question, "How shall we
make our farm a true type of the farm
home?" was discussed first by Jennie
Brown and others, then by Cora Perham and F. E. Jackson. The Grange
Hall dinner was then served at 12 o'clock.
The afternoon was devoted to an address
JERRY H. MARTIN.
by Dr. G. M. Twitchell of Âuburn on
"The education demanded for the comWight, Willard Β Newry. Republi- ing generation." A paper by H. D.
can, M. thodist, farmer, married; age (SO. Hammond, and vocal and instrumental
Burn in Newry, and attended tho public
music by Mrs. Cox, Mrs. Haskell, Mr.
schoole. On board of selectmen twenty
Pike, Mrs. Hammond. Recitation by
time.
the
at
chairman
present
years;
Mrs. Knightly and a talk by Mrs. Pike.
Also on school board; a Justice of the
The selectmen have stopped coasting
Peace 21 years; member of the grange on Pike Hill as it is considered very
and an Odd Fellow. Always a Republidangerous. Pleasant Street has been
can.
designated as a place for the boys to
Hiram.
Republican, slide.
Young, Almon,
Mr. and Mrs. Lester E. Cowan visited
G'ongregationalist, lumberman, manufacturer of lumber, and farmer, married; Mr. Cowan's people at Hampden this
age 74. Born in Limington, and attend- week.
William R. Perkins has bought the
ed the common schools. On the board
of seclectmen three years in Sebago, and teams and trucking business of A. B.
Ilebbard. Mr. Hebbard will devote his
time to farming.
At the annual parish meeting of the

profession

HENRY H. HASTINGS.

torney, married; ape 33. Bom in Old
Town, and educated at Hebron Academy.
Superintendent of Schools.
Emerson, Almon, Stow. Republican,
farmer and lumberman, marBorn in Stow and attendried ; age (51

Orthodox,

ed school there. Has held the various
town offices several terms, aschairmanof
the board of selectmen.

Gleisun, Elwin Π., Mexico. RepubliCongregationalist, lawyer, married;
Born in Mexico; went Went
age :J0

can,

of

at

Congregational church Wednesday
ing the following officere were elected:

even-

sssrjss:·^·—»long-

Clerk—Geo. W. Holme».
Col.—A. L. F. Pike.
Treae.—Ε. N. Swett.
Com -8. D. Andrews, C. N. Tut,be.
Jonee. L· I. Gilbert and H. L. Home.
Fin. Cora.—H. D. Smith, C. P. Barnes, Ε. Ε
Andrews.
Ueheri-L. F. Pike, J. N. Tubbs. W. C. Home.
Harry Home, C. W. Boynton and Homer Tubbe.
Music Com.—H. L. Borne, Mrs. H. L. Hurne,
C. P. Barnes.

II. DYER.

-"W
WiJ·

when a boy; attended common schools
of Maine, Wisconsin, Minnesota and
Colorado.
Prepared for college at
Entered Yale in
Colorado Springs.
ISiM, working his way. Was awarded
for greatest
Scott-Hunt Scholarship
general improvement at end of SophoStudied branches leading to
more year.
1S95.
law. Graduated from Yale in
Went to New York to enter Law School,
was taken sick immediately, and gave it
for a year on
up for a time. Employed
Boston newspapers. Married and went
Returned to Mexico,
California.
to
181*7, where he bas since resided. Com-

announcement of the Eastern
Argue appears in the advertising
The
columns of this week's paper.
Argus is still a monomaniac iu its opposition to prohibition, but aside from
that it deserves all the good things that
it can say of itself or others can say of it.

ALBEBT J. STEARNS.

collector of taxes three years; chairman

board of selectmen in Hiram seven years,
and collector of taxes five years. Member of House of Representatives from
Sebago in 1804, and from Hiram in 1897.
Member of the Senate from Oxford
County in 1899. Always a Republican.

Kev. William Koss, formerly pastor of
the High Street Congregational church,
Cole
Mrs. Archie
Maine, is to assist Kev. A. K.
who Portland,
ion'* fora sl'ort
Baldwin in a special series of Gospel
nouiiu* works
La» been in charge of the bottling
Jan. 14th. In prep^ meetings beginning
at
aration for these meetings and for a
of a
spiritual quickening a prayer circle is
~ <being held every night at 7 o'clock at
the Congregational parsonage.
before

at^(S/

"*j

P°l^MonXl totlïe cïarge
sa.
„«■» c-*-.

THE
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PLACES.
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eon.
In Norway, Dec.

William*,

27, to the wife of Thomaa

a »on.

Married.
In East Sumner, Jan. 1, by W. H. Kaatman.
Esq., Mr. W. E. Bowker and Mies Flora E.
Sturtevant, both of Sumner.
In Mexico, Jan. 2, by Rev. M. 8. Howe·, Mr.
Danville f. Knox and Mlaa Eula D. Perkins,

both of Mexico.
In Mexloo, Dec. 30, by Rev. J. G. Fisher, Mr.
William L. Noble and Miss Bertha M. Caldwell,
both of Mexico.
«
In Rumford Falls, Dec. 22, by Rev. Q. A. Mar
tin, Mr. Bert Ε Caldwell and Mise Lila M. Weld,
both of Canton.
In Dorchester, Mass., Jan. 1, by Rev. Ueorgc
L. Perln, Mr. Α. Η. H. Cotton of Boston and
Mis· Ella Clarice Lcdwldge of Dorchester.

GIVING

Parla cough and hawk and snuffle for
days and weeks after they hare been
treating a cold with the usual stomach
dosing, shows how valueless are the
ordinary cough and cold cures.
The right way to cure a cold in the
head, or a cough and Irritation in the
bronchial tubes, is by breathing Hyomei's medicated air from the neat pocket
inhaler that comes with every outfit.
Take a few breaths ia this way, and immediate relief will be noted. The medication goes right to the spot where the
are and renders them
disease

Ballard.
In Hebron, Dec. 27, Mrs. John M. Carpenter,
aged 51 years.
In Mexico, Dec. 20, Thelma, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. D. Virgin, aged 5 year·.
In Locke's Mills, Dec. 29, Charles Cross.

by securing

Norway, Maine

iï

Discharge.

Petition for

)
CHASE,
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
In the matter of
EDGAR E.

of Maine:
E. CHASE, of Bethel, in the
said
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In 24th
District, respectfully represent» that on the
day of Feb., last past, he war duly adjudged
to
bankrupt under the Acte of Congress relating al·
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
his property and rights of property, anil has fully
Acts
compiled with all the requirements of saidbankand of the orders of Court touching his
...

».

rl^Vbcrefore

Order of Notice Thereou.

p.

1ίΐθ7,

{

In

Bankruptcy.

Rumford, Bankrupt. )
creditors of John T. Keene, ln the
:
County of Oxford find district aforesaid
5th day of
Notice le hereby given that on the
1907, the said John T. Keene
lanuarv A D
and that the tlrst
was duly abdicated bankrupt,
office
! meeting of his creditors will be held at the South
1
Market
8
Square,
of the Referee. No.
D. lWi, at
l'arls, on the 23d day of Jan., A.
To the

time the
10 o'clock ln the forenoon, at which
their claims,
said creditors may attend, prove
and
the
bankrupt,
examine
appointa trustee,
transact such other business as may properly

before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 7, 11*07-

come

WALTER L. GltA\,
Referee ln Bankruptcy.

fills the

tbor«b

Iing

herJn
makejjit^

>hl'ulder,*,hi*verv

[·

VVe<ine^

Τ««.-Ε.Ν.Η^η.

I

ι!

.....

[î

MS?ThA i2S?£
Com.-Mr^

..........
...

eol«frWheeler

-J

Stores, j S™'' [ Maine.

3

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

F.

A.

SIICRTLEFF Jfc

F.

CO.

SUURTLEFF <fc

A.

CO.

Keep Your

Horses Warm.
I have

good

a

line of

Blanket·*,

stable

$1.25, 1.50, 1.75,

2.00,

2

25,

2.50, 3.00, 3.50.

size,

Blankets, large

Street

2.5Ο, 3.OO, 3.5Ο,
$1.50,
4 00, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50.
2.00,

Robes and Horse Furnishings,
ALSO

—

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

South Paris.

TO ENJOY A GOOD DINNER.
HOW TO

DISTRESS AND

AVOID

INDIOKS-j

TION AFTEK EATING.
Let us show you how to enjoy a good
dinner, how to regain the appetite of
to relish your food.
your childhood, and
There is no need of any self-denying
diet list, no call for nasty and disagreeable medicine, no list of hard exercises;
before
simply a Mi-o-na stomach tabletto
bed,
each meal, and one before going
and it will so strengthen the stomach
that a good dinner will eive you pleasure
and comfort without tue least fear of

distress.
The best proof of the value of our
advice is the fact that F. A. ShurtlefT &
Co. give a poetive guarantee (applying
to two 50c. boxes of Mi-o-na) that your
unless the remmoney will be refunded
must
edy cures. A guarantee like this
stomach
you confidence in Mi-o-na

give

tablets.

digestive with
for
only temporary relief, but a specific
all disorders of the stomach, strengthena
ing the digestive organs and making
permanent cure.
Mi-o-na is not

a

STORES.

BLUE

mere

\wm

The Lauter Playerpiano

They Didn't Give You Christmas What You Need in Clothing
If

delay longer but come at once to our stores and supof Winter,
ply those needs We are now right in the heart
best
and
warmest
wearing apparel.
just when you need the
do not

IF IT Suit, Overcoat, Fur Coat, ! COME
Lamb

Ulster, Reefer,

IS

Coat, Trousers, Gloves,
Mittens,Cap, Underwear

A
As to

and

prices

quality

You've known

values.

we'll match any
us

long enough

TO

j

us

competition
to

know

as

to

state

we

facts and back them up.
Thanking you for your liberal patronage during the
a continuance the coming year,
year just closing and trusting
we are

waiting

to serve you.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

ur-

SALfc

ODDS and ENDS
of our Crockery, China and

Glassware stock at 50 cts.
on the dollar.
Many useful articles at one-half the
regular price. Sale to continue two weeks.

N. Dayton Bolster k Co.,
Q5 MARKET SQUARE,

UNDERWEAR.

HEN'S
All
men

grades and weights
and boys.

Heavy fleece lined underwear
for men,
50c. each

As

played

Other grades Heece lined underwear,
75c. and $1

with
eld of music

roll and
treadles by any
player

non-

TWO PIANOS IN
NOTE:

payments

address

ONE—ANYBODY CAN PLAY IT

and will arrange monthly
We con take your present piano In exchange,
catalog will be mailed to any
for the difference If desired. Illustrated

on

request.

W. J.

WHEELER

Large Stock of Pianos and Organ· Always

on

Billings' Block

see our

MRS.

39c. Ostrich

E.

A.

Tips,

or 3 for

HOWE,

South Paris, Maine.

cotton and

wool for

rib underwear, all wool,
in gray and blue,
$1.50

Jersey

White lamb'e wool underwear,

single or double breasted, $1.50

Camel's hair underwear single
or double breasted,
$1 and $1.50

Extra

Boys' fleece lined underwear,
all sizes,
25c. each

Hoys'

wear.

made,

heavy Medlicott

All wool, best

extra

underwear

heavy

under-

grade

$2.50

fleece lined
50c.

Easy Terms
South Paris, Maine

You can secure Great Bargains in Milii
We wish to clost
nery at Mrs. E. A. Howe's.
out all of our winter stock at the lowest pria
Call and

in

Hand.

niLLlNERY.

possible.

MAINS].

PARIS,

SOUTH

—

MoiJ°nh8

Bottle.

Λ Τ THE PHARMACIES OF

Pierce,

AHenof^orway,^

^h^W

/*,

re-

money

or

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

J^"' ^

■

SBCRTLEFF * CO.

guaranteed

Satisfaction

on.

cents

25

writes the best.

—

—

depended

quickest,

anddh.ghn

w^rj

A.

Cough Balsam.

funded.

keeps the cleanest,

John

DlHTRICTOKMAINE.se.

On this 5th day of Jan., A. D. 1907, on reading
the foregoing i>etltlon, It is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing bo had
of Jan., A.
upon the same on the 25th day
before said Court at Portland, In said Die
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoand
crat, a newspaper printed In said District,
in
that all known creditors, and other persons
and
time
said
the
place,
interest, may appear at
and show cause, If any they have, why the
praverof said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credaditors copies of said petlUon and this order,
dressed to them at their places of residence as

be
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lie prays, That he may be decreed
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under sal"
as are ex
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts
discharge.
cepted by law from such December,
A. D. rjoo.
Dated this 27th day of
EDGAR E. CHASE, Bankrupt.
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There is a large lot of short pieces of goods of all kinds on our
remnant counter which will pay you to visit.

conetant source of
pleasure and satisfaction
that will last through

at

!

regular price.

$4 25 Children's Coats in grey mixtures, velvet and braid trimmed collar,
116.50 Fur, Isabella Fox Collar, very large, six brushes,
910.00 Fur, Isabella Fox Boa with large brushes,

A

mail.)

of money by

EDGAR

for one-half the

styles

ent

10 00 Rain Coats, dark grey mixtures, very full, only

You blow It to fill It."
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Boston or
New York in any amounts
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Coats in black and grey mixtures, in differ-
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est way to send small
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Crocker

Money Orders.
Best, safest and cheap-)
Call and ask

our

$18.00 Suits of black and blue broadcloth, 24 in. fitted coat, trimmed with straps
and braid, yelvet trimmed collar, 15 gored skirt with side plait#, for only |9.00

In the New Year
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stock in Coats, Suits, Rain Coat·, Furs and
Shirt Waists, we have marked them so that you can get one of the greatThese goods are now in their season.
est
ever heard of.
In order to reduce
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Hebron, Jan. 1, Miss I tattle P.
Bryant's Pond, Jan. 3, John
nearly 90 vears.
In East Buckfleld, Dec., Mrs. Moses Brown.
In Locke's Mills, Dec 29, Charles Cross.
In Fryebnrg, Dec. 16, Mrs. Ella, wife of D. Α. 1I
In
In

Exchange
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....
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not
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if
it
that
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give
Muff,
shape,
peerless
they
Grey Squirrel
94c. up
faction the money will be refunded. Children's Fur Sets of all kinds, from
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but
•1.00, while extra bottles of Hyomei, if
needed, can be obtained for only 50c.
One Lot Waists of black, brown taffeta silk, black and white peau de cygne, black
$1.98
now
crepe de chene, were ?<ï.50, Ç5.98, $4.5)8,
Bailey.
blue and black taffeta silk, were 90.50, 95.98,
of
Lot
Waists
white,
One
red,
brown,
Hicks, age<l I
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BREATH-

HEAI.ING MEDICATION THAT IS

ED,

Dr. Herman L. Bartlett and Dr. Bial
F. Bradbury attended the Oxford County Medical Association's meeting at
Mechanic Falls on Monday.
The Merry Eight held their first meet- Bt&ted
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
ing with Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Smith
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortThursday evening.
In said District, on the 5th day of Jan
land,
Wildey Encampment, I. Ο. O. F., on Α Π 1907
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
β.Ι
Friday ovening entertained visitors from [L
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Aurora Encampment of South Paria
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
Banof
Ward
Grand High Priest, John
NOTICE.
gor and Grand Junior Warden, Leon S.
the
Merrill of Solon, made an official visit.
In the District Court of the United States for
the
Golden
In Bankruptcy.
of
Maine.
of
of
officers
The
District
Knights
)
In the matter of
Eagle for the present term are:
GRANVILLE A BBOTT,
}) In Bankruptcy.
Past Chief—Charles Evlrs.
of
Bankrupt.
Paris,
Noble Chief—J. E. Everett.
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To the creditors of Granville Abbott,
V. Chief—Isaac Fox.
:
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid
of
Η1(ζΙι Priest—V. A. Rich.
5th
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that
(lay
Is
Notice
hereby given
Ten. Hermit—U. G. Gammon.
Abbott
Jan. A. D. 1907, the said Granville
Sir Herald—Kred Allen.
first
the
that
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bankrupt,
was duly adjudicated
M. of R.-M. L. Kimball.
office
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
C. of E.—G. L. Curtis.
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Snuare, South Paris,
K. of E.-C. W. Boynton.
clock
10
ο
at
on the 23d day of Jan., A. D. 190(,
W. Murray Russell has sold bis farm to In the forenoon, at which time the said creditorsa
their claims, appoint
Gilbert A. Russell. The farm is situat- may attend, prove
trustee, examine the bankrupt, anil transact
ed at North Norway where Gilbert A. such other business as may properly come beand Woodbury M. Russell will carry on fore said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 7. 1907.
the meat business. W. Murray will move
WALTER L. GRAY,
to the village into the Dennis Pike teneReferee In Bankrupt™.
ment.
NOTICE.
the
of
The annnal parish meeting
the United States for
Universalist society was held Thursday In the District Court of In
Bankruptcy.
District of Maine.
at Concert Hall. The large at- ! the
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venin*. A tine supper of
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Η
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tion, and Labor.
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and Expresses.
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^ntin
The Kuterpean Club meets this MouRepresentative Martin is on Tele- Leavltt
Auditor—A. S. Kimball.
day afternoon with Mrs. Noyes on pleted law studies, was admitted to the graphs and Telephones, aud Taxation.
A stated assembly of Oxford Council,
Gothic Street. The composers to be bar and has since practised law at RumRepresentative Emerson is on State No. 14, R. and S. M., was held at Masonic
School
State
and
and
State
Mendelssohn
and
are
Lands
Roads,
studied
Briggs, ford Falls. Das remunerative practice.
Hall Friday evening. Work in all the
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side
Mrs. Wheeler.
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more than an
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There began
is "Snow Bound."
but there were only two changes in the
started
carriers held its annual meeting here for the fair
Weds Under a Bower of Roses.
W« »»'· Tuesday, Hotel Andrews being head- will be the usual sales the first two days incumbents, these changes being in the
There
As bright and merry as the new year
and
«=
offices of County Commissioner
teetiiooay ol quarters. Twelve carriers were present closing at 4 p. m., the second day.
and
itself was the wedding of Miss Ella
that.uch .ppl~..r. from different parts of the county. The will be an entertainment the second
Sheriff.
of the most
one
There will be no markof Courts, Clarice Ledwidge,
C'erk
F.
at Buckiield third evening.
will
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Charles
Whitman,
next
meeting
grown.
actually
of prices on the closing day of J.
Bean, Register of Deeds, and prominent young women of Dorchester,
Feb. 22d. The officers chosen for the ing down
Hastings
The entertainment following
sales. The list of committees is as fol- Eckley Ballard, Register of Deeds for to Mr. Α. H. H. Cotton, only son of Mr,
year are:
of Windsor, Vt.
,« "I
lows:
the Western District, each entered upon and Mrs. A. D. Cotton
A. Delano,Oxford.
President—F
dav eveuing was hrst tl
of the bride's mother, Mrs
V:ee-l're»hlent—F. 8. Washburn, Bucktletd.
a new term of four years in the respective at the home
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Little,
and
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Committee—Rev.
highGeneral
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The following officers of Paris Grange Mrs. Charles Thayer, Urn.
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were installed at the meeting on Satururer, began a new two years' term.
Ibbott. Mre. II. G. Fletcher.
The bridi
l'resblent each evening. Mr. A. D. Park.
The six-years' term of Randall L. an arch of holly and roses.
day by Past Master Richard II. (ïates:
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Commissionas
Mexico
of
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Reduction Sale.

NOVEL CURE FOR COLDS.

The faot that many people right Id

In But Waterford, Dec. 28, to the wife of
Dana Berry, a «on.
In Norway, Dec. 28, to the wife of W. S. Sloan,

Moderator—C. P. Barnes.

ΚKKDKKICK

Break Τη New She*·

Born.

Norwav since.

The

"0e,.ο tb. «.«>««*£· ^ "il!',-.

W. F. Jones held his first tern
of the Municipal Court on Tuesday,
Several new entries were made. One
Domino Benoit, for intoxication wai
before the court the first of the week
and fined 13 and costs, $10.00. Paid,
Charles Albert Wentworth pleaded nol
guilty to the charge of larceny before
the court. Continued for hearing Tuee·
day, the 8th inst.
In the annual report of the Inspectoi
General of Rifie Practice, Co. D of th<
1st Regt., Ν. β. S. M., is mentioned at
follows: "Co. D, First Infantry, Norway,
for the third time has the honor ol
leading the state in figure of merit, increasing its splendid figure of 138 29
for 190S, to 143 for 1906. Sixteen of the

Judge

board of Selectmen of Norway three years
1903-4-5; chairman board corporation
assessors for Norway Village Corporation during the same time. Served in
Spanish-American war, holding commis-

time.

The officers

To

A1 way qm Allen'· Foot-Eaae, a powder. It prevent· Tlghtne·· and Blister·, core· Swollen,
Sweating, Aching feet. At *11 drnggUta and
•boe «tore·, 25c.

J., Norway. RepubliCongregationalist, lawyer, married; company qualified as expert riflemen,
Born in Lovell; educated in the eleven as sharpshooters and the remainage 32.
common schoole, and at Bridgton Acading tweQty-three as marksmen." In
P. Stiles of
emy; studied law with Hon. S. S. Stearns speaking of Lieut. M.
in Norway, and admitted to the bar in
Norway the report follows: "Lieut.
Oxford County in 1897, practising his Stiles is entitled to the full credit for the

ing relatives.

The committee who entertain the FanCeorge B. Bennett and family have Tan Club Wednesday evening of this
week
where
take this opportunity to notify the
they
returned from Buckfield,
club members that the supper hour is to
few weeks.
have been for the past
be 6:30 sharp.
Members of the Grand Army post are
There is a possibility that the degree
rooms
connectone
of
the
of
nuking use
team of Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge may
ed with Grand Army Hall for a club
and it is do the work at the regular meeting Friroom and general headquarters,
day of this week and it is asked that all
well pationized.
the members of the team be present.
Can making at the Burnham A Morrill
Professor Parker of Burlington, Vt.,
Monday morning.
c,.rn factory began
has been in town to make preliminary
Farmers who wish to engage acreage for
find
will
now
the
arrangements for a class in banjo, manthe coming seasob
dolin and guitar.
He will soon give a
b, oks at the factory.
concert at the Congregational church.
to
lumber
is
Millett
hauling
I'ercv A.
The Seneca Club will be entertained
build a house on the east side of High
of the village, not Saturday evening of this week by Mrs.
outskirts
the
on
street
far from the house of L. L. Briggs. The Stanley and Miss Stearns at Mrs. Stanley's. Madrid will be the city studied.
cellar was put in last fall.
The girls will please note the change of
who was repreWalter L. Gray, E*q
date.
sentative from this district in the last
At the morning service of the Congrelegislature, was at Augusta last week to
attend the opening of the legislature gational church a baptism was held and
two young ladies united with the church.
and meet old friends and acquaintances.
After the sermon, which was upon the
Mrs. E. A. Howe went Wednesday subject, "Growth in God," the Lord's
naming to visit the family of Rev. T. J. supper was celebrated.
liamsdell at Caribou for a short time.
A. W. Walker A Son have hired the
During her absence her store and busiC. E. Bennett ice house on Oxford
ness will be in charge of competent
Street, and will till it with ice, in addiassistants.
tion to their own houses—if they get any
To make space for the whole of ice. The ice crop has been making
issue
of
(,.-vernor Cobb's address in this
backward for the past week.
the Democrat, it is necessary to omit enThere seems to be a mild epidemic of
of
serial
our
installment
tirely the usual
It will what is variously called "old-fashioned
st tv, -The Marathon Mystery."
grippe" and "this grippe cold," etc., a
be resumed next week.
number of people in the village being
Ueorge H. Davis took a good pickerel somewhat ill. One physician reports
The fish
f the river Tuesday.
,ut
fifteen new cases on Sunday.
tij.p'd the scales at 3 pounds, 7 1-2
will
Wm. K. Kimball Post, G. A. R
minces.
During portions of that day
to which
and the next, be took out nine pickerel, hold a cam ρ Ηre next Saturday,
which weighed twelve pounds—the best Harry Kust Post and Corps of Norway
in a long and T. A. Roberts Post and Corps of
string taken from this river
Oxford have been invited. Dinner will
time.
be served, anu an all-day session held.
ou
The Charles H. Clifford place
Mrs. Rizpah J. Whitman started Mon
11 Jiland Street has been sold to Mrs.
Albion L Tubbs of Greenwood. Mr. day morning for Pasadena, Calif., where
she will spend the next few tu mths with
an i Mrs. Tubbs will move here about
will be
the tirst of May, when possession is to her son, L. L. Whitman. She
Miss Man
he given. Mrs. Clifford and George II. accompanied on the trip by
Clifford will remain there until that H. Taylor, who will join her at Montreal.

NORWAY.

OXFORD'S I >ELEQATÏON.

day·.

$1.00.

Bells!

My line

Bells!!!

Bells!!
of hells is

even

larger

than last

season.

I

am

selling the shaft chimes for 50c., 85c., 900.,$!, $1.60,
$1.75 and
$1.75 and $2.50. The body bells are $1.50,back
and I
on the horse's
bells
Swedish
The
go
$2.50.
aie eight
bells
team
The
and
at
sell them
$1
$1.50.
me
sizes and prices from 15c. to $1. Huy your bells of
and

save

money.

JAMES N. FAVOR, fe°sFsTTHoERl,UCKfR
91 Main St.,

Norway.

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Ill KM Yon Han Always Biught

Bears the

Signature
of

Maine.

The

Paroid

Roofing-

Paroid; ope· it; init to your roof,
if
then
and
you are not satisfied
that you have the best ready roofing
lot of

BUYspect it; apply
one

and admade, tend us your
dress, and we will send you a check
for the full coat of the roofln* including the coat of applying it.
name

rust-proof capo—water proofed oo both

HOMEMAKERS* COLUMN.

Roofing WMh ι

of latere·! to the ladle·
Correspondence on topic*
: Editor Homzmjuum'

Money-back

Paroid Lasts

1b solicited. Address
COLUKif, Oxford Democrat, Sooth

Cooking for Invalids.

Longest

No. 801«—Word Pauln.
words to be supplied In this
puzzle are Identical except for the
middle vowel.
on the Are. Susie,
the
L
eat the plum If you like, but
my

Bacaosa it is made οί the kestftlt—made la oar own
mills «established in 1817); other manufacturers buy
their felt outside and limply saturate and ooat it.
Becsaas it is soaked (aot dipped) in a saturating
it water proof in «eery flbrt.
compound which makes
Because it is coated oo both rides with the strongest,
thickest, smoothest, toughest, lost flexible coating
used uoany ready rooting. Doo't take our word aiooe
for it. Compare Paroid with ana other. Τ ou can see
and reel the difference. Paroid doea not break or
crack in the ooldeet weather or rua in hot weather.
tauere.
Became It if addIM with our Detected
rides the onJf eppe that will aot rust, work loose

throw away the
2. I am a word of six letters, choice
and exquisite. Remove my primal and
final, however, and I am vulgar and

Ν EST.

IN

Set a round piece of bread cut from a
3. 1 am a word of five letters, the.
slice with a large biscuit cutter, on an
of a dish very popular in the
asbestos plate, over a gas burner. Toast
summer. Beheaded I tell who ate me it well on both
side·, then dip it quickly
on the sly.
into salted hot water and place it in the
! bottom of a ramekin or other pretty litNo. 39S{.—Km a y Numeral Enigma.
tle bake-dUh. Add a pinch of salt to
After eating a 9-7-4 the traveler took the white of an egg, beat it until very
his 2-3-β. which was painted 8-5-1, and, light, and pile it upon the moistened
in tbe
a
mounting his 1-2-3-4-5-Ô-7-8-0, resumed toast, making slight depressionof the
center, into which drop the yolk
his Journey.
until
elightly
egg. Set in a slow oven
browned.
Poule.

money-back

name

BUILDING PLANS FREE

5. P. MAXIM &

so ο

ungrammatical.

guaranty—why

plans for Practical Farm Buildings.

It needs bat a word to oonvlnce the
wise that» serious illness may sometimes be averted and the period of convalescence much shortened by a judiciously planned diet. As it is often
pouting to prepare a small quantity
from the formula of any given recipe
planned for six or more persons, we give
the following simple rules for preparing
individual portions of various dishes for
the sick and convalescent:

The

and cause leaks.
it bats
so riroa« »
These are some of the reasons why we can rire Paroid
railways, factories aad farmers everywhere.
so long—why it is so largely used by the U.S. Gotl,
guaranty.
All we ask is that you try it, on our
send fer impies and priœa.
dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute but
If your

Paris, Me.

Better do it at oooa.

SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

No. 383*—Library

KGG SOUFFLE.
authors may be classed In
Mix one-half level tablespoonful of
various ways. Some are philosophers,
like a secure fastening and a vowel butter with one-half level tablespoonful
one-third cupful
and a breakfast eatable. Some, again, of flour. Add slowly
of thin cream, stirring carefully until it
are poets, like painful results of a deboils, to prevent lumping. Add a pinch
vouring element and expressive sounds of B-tlt, let boil one minute to break up
and true value. There are essayists, tbe starch cells in the flour. Take off
like hardened metal and a vowel the flre, and add one egg-yolk sligbtly
and young and tender meat and beaten. Return to tbe fire, but do not
others, like a kind of swallow, who ; let it come to the boiliDg point. Fold
These tbe souple lightly into tbe stiffly beaten
are of less amiable character.
it into a small butterstand side by side with writers of egg-white. Turn
ed bake-dish, and set it in a pan of hot
of
the
one
north
some
like
novels,
water in a slow oven until brown. Sbould
Tweed and an upright and crossplece,
the oven be too hot, the heat will drive
a
or of stories, plays aud verses, like
out tbe air-cells, and the souffle, instead
precious metal and a hard worker.
of being light, will fall.

British

Still

You

Are

Writing

Your

by

Hand?

Bills

No.

31M.—Illustrated

CHICKEN

Metacrram.

80UFFLE.

Mix one-half tablespoonful of butter
with one-half tablespoonful of flour.
Stir in slowly one-fourth cupful of milk.
Add one tablespoonful of bread-crumbs
and one-fourth cupful of finely chopped
cooked cbickeu. Fold this lightly into
Turn it into
a stiffly beaten egg-white.
a small buttered bake-dish and bake in a
pan of hot water in a slow oven.

PSHAW!

BEEF OMELET.

The art of making a good omelet lies
in beating into both whites and yolks of

DONT YOU KNOW
THE

ON

THAT

Wlijle I am un object in the picture.
Change my head aud find four objects
in the cut that thyme with me.

Underwood

Typewriter
CORRESPONDENCE"?
us to

show you

CAR LOAD LOTS

A

mend,' and he reformed."

"That was flue."
"Yes; but now he is telling her It Is
"
'never too late to mend.'
"In what way?"
"Why, he keeps her up until long
after midnight mending his shirts and
stockings."—Chicago News.
A

"Here, Johnny," said a man to his
as be picked a large stone out of
hie easy chair, "what does this meauî"
"Oh, it's only a rock In chair!" replied the boy.

desired.

SPECIALTY.

▲ Cow

3ΝΓ. SC.

I axative Rromo

Additions: 1. Nod, node.
Να 884.
Cod, code.
No. 388.
Geographical Puzzle: 1.
Spokane. 2. Salt Lake.
No. 38β.—Buried Word Square: Lion.
Isle. Olga. Near.
No. 387.—Removals: 1. Reveal, real.
2. Ivory, ivy.
Double Acrostic: initials
No. 388.
and finals—United States. 1. Usages. 2.
Novelist 3. lcterla. 4. Torreut. Ô. Exegete. 0. Directs.
Να 389.—Locke to Pick: 1. Shy lock.
2. Lockup. 3. Deadlock. 4. Lockjaw.
B. Locke, β. Fetlock.
No. 390.—Deiinltious: 1. Prelude. 2.
Precise. 3. Preclude. 4. PreclouR. 5.
—

2.

Quinine

—

Μβί

Duffy

Magazine
Hands.

;

Leslie'· Popular Monthly

Tarbell, who wrote Lincoln and the
"Story of Kockefel'.er"; William Allen
White, the well-known Kansas editor; ff. P.
Donne, creator of "Mr. Dooley" ; Kay Stannard
Baker, author or "Railroad· on Trial," and Lincoln Steffen», of "The Shame of the Cities" fame,
are uniler the leadership of John S. Phillips,
now editing The λμεβκάμ Mauazisk.
I<U M

famous

Never before has such

a

la the District Court of the United State· for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
DUKITY BE \UDKTTE,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of
Beauilette, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 'Jtfth day of
Dec., A. D. 1906, the said Duffy Beaudetto
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
lint meeting «if his creditors will be held at the
office of the Keferee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Pari·, on the 16th day of Jan.. A. D. W07. at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claim·,
appoint a truster, examine the bankrupt, and
trans*·* «uch other butinées as may properly
come Itefore said meeting.
South Harts, Dec. 31. 1S06.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Refera· la Bankruptcy

}

A (wood A Fort*·. South Pari*

brilliant group been

gathered together, and they are not only contributing themselves, but are filling the maga-

sine with the very best novel· and short «tories
ami gre U timely article· by other famou· writer· and beautiful picture· by gre: t artists.

1

R. W.

—

"Indeed!"

"Yes. He
"
inferiors.'

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

added, 'and positively

beautifal

picture·, and all

has

no

we want to do," said the
moralist, "ia to strive for the apliftiug of
oar fellow man."
"That ia easy," said the flying machine inventor. "The difficulty ia to
keep bim from dropping back to earth
with a rude jar."

speciâïT-announckmeût
GARDING THE NATIONAL
POOD AND DRUG LAW.

REPURE

We are pleaaed to announce that Foley's Honey and Tar for cougha, colds
and lung troubles is not affeoted by the
National Pure Food and Drug law as it

JELLY.

GRUEL.

Boil

WATER.

one-third cupful of rice in two

water for five
and add sugar.

cupfule of

IRISII

MOSS

hours;

strain

I.KUONADE.

One-fourth cupful of Irish moss. Wash
Band off each piece. Add one and onefourth cupfule of water, and let boil in
double boiler for thirty minutes. Put a
tablespoonful of sugar and juice of half
a lemon in a goblet and strain the moss
liquid over it. This may be served hot
or cold.

strainer

|

Planing, Sawing

ly, mentally

morally.

PelH·

Little

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano«
and are sold for just as low
are all first claw, high grade instrumenta,
Also I have
for the quality of the instrument.
money as they can be sold
hand.
on
Pricei
stock
always
several medium grade pianos. A large
ever see an adjutant bird?
interest
and
in
will
we
Dear Sirs: Readfieid Corner, Me., ilir.25,'04
and
you
try
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue
a peculiar looking bird that
We have used your "L. F." Bitten
market.
the
on
of
are
the best pianos that
Its name on account

The Adjutant Bird
Did yon
Well, it la

Stomach Troubles

It is all
ia our family for over 20 year*.
the medicine we use for cold* or stomach
troubles. It is a great remedy for dyspepsia. 1 feel I can't say enough in its praise.
Yours truly, Mrs. Clara A. Locke.
and
soldiers
the birds should become
Don't let sickness get the best of you. movLtlx
release the
go to the bird store and
Take the True "L. F." Atwood's Medhe
birds, that were in captivity. Well,
icine to-Jay and you'll soon begin to gain,
and
friends
his
paid a viait to all of
I|
so you can eat and enjoy your food.
urged them to Join in this echeme, but will then build you in strength and flesh.
ha β been given

Its military appearance.
I shall tell you a story of the adjusoltant bird. He felt to much like a
all
that
think
to<
he
that
dier
began

W. J. Wlieeler dks Co.,

of them was In favor of it.
"It is of no use to try any such plan
"Wp will
ns that," they said to him.

il ay Fever, and the most advanced and
obstinate forms of Nasal Catarrh. This
remedy acts directly on the inflamed
sensitive membranes. Cleansing, soothing and healing. One trial will convince
you of its healing power. Price 60c. All
druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., 50
Warren Street, New York.
"Mr. Smithere!"

"Well, Johnny?"

"When you were a little boy an' fellers came to see your sister, did they
over give you a quarter to go out and
nlftv?"

Young Doctor—Why do you always
they have for din-

ask your patients what
ner?
Old Doctor—It's a

most important
question; for, according to their menus,
I make out my bills.

INSIDIOUS"DANGER.

AN
One of the worst features of kidney
trouble is that it is an insidious disease
and before the victim realises bis danger
Tie may have a fatal malady. Take
Foley's Kiduey Cure at the first sign of
trouble as it corrects irregularities and
prevents Brlght's disease and diabetes.
Sold by F. A. Shurleff A Co.

Three little babes were nestled In bed,
"I'll name William, Willie and Bill,"
mother said;
Wide was her smile for triplets they be,
She lays her good luck to Rocky Mountain Tea. (Great baby medicine.)
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"What's that romantic story I once
heard about Glukkins? He has been disappointed in love, hasn't he?"
"Miserably. He can't get the necessary divorce."
A CARD.
This is to

certify

that all

druggists

are

Parle,

Cord Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal at

Son's,

A. W. Walker k

South Paris, Maine.

Pine, Poplar, Spruce, Fir

and Hard Wood cut 54 inches

long and delivered at our fac-

orF.

tory. All soft wood saw logs
delivered to J A. Kennev's
mill.

all l>e caught or killed. We cannot do
any good by making any such attempt
you propose."
lie talked and talked to them, but
they would not believe that the idea

us

was a

good

Mason Mfg. Co.

one.

"Well, then, I know what I will do,"
ho cried boldly. "I will go alone and
release all the birds that are kept in
cages in the bird store and at private

Wanted.

homes."
So he put on hi» uniform and buckled
on his sword and started off, feeling
that he was a very mighty fellow indeed.
Now there Isn't very much more to
as the
my story except this: As soon
bird store man saw him coming he got
out a big net and threw It over the

PEELED PULPWOOD.
Poplar

and

Spruce, Fir,

delivered at any station.

MAINE.

PARIS,

Eastern Steamship Company.

Tr»tirniil_

A

Portland Division.

Canton Clock.

The famous clepsydra or watch clock
of Canton is housed In a temple on the
city walls. Three big earthen Jars on
successive shelves and α fourth and
lowest one with a wooden cover constitute the whole clepsydra. The water descends by slow drops from one
jar to another, the brine scale on a
Moat in the last Jar telling the hours
as it rises.
Every afternoon at 5

alternately leave Franklin Wbarf,
Portland, and India Wbarf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.
Freight rates always as low as other

other day.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is Insured
against Are and marine risk.

REDUCED KATE*

:

Fare Portland to Boeton $1.00
Stateroom

$1.00

...

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17,

steam-

ers

lines.

o'clock since 1821 A. D. the lowest Jar
has beeu emptied, the upper one filled
and the clock thus wound up for an·

Sepia

!

The E, A. Strout Farm
150

Wool

Dilemma.

MaurlKio, tomorrow I will
with my wife to s:?e you both."
'•ne'.i/rhîed! But look here. Tell your to close out odd

wife not to wear her new diamond earrings or my wife will at once want a
mischief!

And

my

ON

?

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

specialty.

M Prices in Oxford County.

SOUTH PARIS.

MORWAY, MAINE,

Soup

Stomach
No

appetite,

loss of

PRORATE NOTICE».
To &I1 person* Interested In either of the Estai·

hereinafter name·!
At a I'robate Court, held at Pari·, In anl
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tuesday of
O.c., In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following mattrr
nice hundred an I il*.
navlng been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1» hereby Obderkd:
That notice thereof be gUen to all perton» In
tereeted, by cnusln? a copy of thla order to l*
three week* successively In the Ox
at South
mid Democrat, a
Pari*, In said County, that they may appear at ·
on the
ran*,
said
heM
at
Probate Court to be
third Tuesday of January, A. I). IdoT, at >
of the clock In the forenoon, ami lie heart there
on If they tee cause.

strength, nervoo»

MM, headache, constipation, bad breath,
feoentl debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures Indigestion.
ery represents the natural Julcea of dlge·tton aa they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyepepeia Cure doee not only cure Indigestloa
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
•ores all stomach troubles by cleansing,
pvtfylng, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & S. Ban * Riranawood. W. Va., urt"
I was huublad wltk aour stomach ίοr twenty rears.
Redol awed se sed «e ara now usine It la aalfc
tartebr."

published

named.

JOHN M. PHILBROOK of Brownfleld. war I,
tlret account presented for allowance by Charle»
M. Phllbrook. guardian.
WILSON STI M.M AN, late of Peru,decease I,
second account presented for allowance by
Jam?* S. Wright, administrator.

r. f 1.00 Size holdln» 2% times the trtrJ
aise, which sails for 50 cent»,
by ■. O. OeWITT * OO., OHIOAOO.

Sold

ADDISON E. HERRICR,·Judge of tal l Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Regliter.

by f. A. Shurt'.eff Λ Co.

NOTICE.
The tubtcrlber hereby glvet notice that he
hat been duly appointed administrator of the

eetatcHf

DORA L. ADKINS, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, det-ased, and glvec
All person* baring
bondt ad the law directs.
demand* against the estate of *afd deceased ar··
desired to present the tame for settlement, an :
all Indebted thereto arc rojuetted to make pay
ment Immediately.
WILLIAM E. ADKINS.
Dec. lHtb, 1»«.

Carpets
patterns

and clean

wife

Chas. F. Ridlon,

only coming for the purpose of
showing them ofl\"-II Diavolo itosa.
Ho.

Peati Farrnr quotes Tennyson as having related to him the remark of a
farmer who, after hearing a tire and
brimstone sermon from an old style
preacher, consoled his wife by saying:
"Never mind. Sally, that must be
couldn't
const! tooshun
Xo
wrong.
stand it."

Corner Wain and Danfcrth

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby glvet notice that lie
baa been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
ALVA SHURTLEFF, late of Pari·,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All periom
baring demands against the estate of tald de
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are resetted to
make payment Immediately.
WILLIE K. SIIL'RTLBFF.
Walter L. Uray, Agent.
Dec. 18th, 1906.

Engine and Boiler

Steam

FalIIngK.
America has little of the economic
sagacity of Rutland. Intellectual acumen of Germany or social rhythm ο/
France.—A. E. Wlnship in Armenia.

For Sale Cheap.

Soniewltere.

Dr. T. J.

JUDKINS,

Veterinary Surgeon,

Medicine and Dentistry.

Prompt attention Riven to call*, and
able price·. CurtU Illll telephone.

reason-

South Paris, Maine.

R. F. 0. I.

Supplies.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United State· for th«
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
Chaklkh A. Dakkincton,
of Canton, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Charles A. Darrlngton, It
the County of Oxfonl and dutrict aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day of
Doc., A. D. I'JWi, the said Charles A. Darringtor.
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the dm
meeting of hi· creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. M Market Square, South Pari·,
at 10 o'clock
on the 9th day of Jan., A. D. !'·
In the forenoon, at whtch time the tald creditor·
a
may attend, prove their claim·, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
•uch other business aa may properly come be
fore said meeting.
South Paris, Dec. 24, 1906.
WALTER L. ORAV,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

}

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

kill™ couch
CURE

THE

LUNC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery
w™

FOR

Graduate of Ο. V. C.

If thou love learning thou shalt be
learned.—Socrates.

sous'

and

Second hand, six horse power
engine and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

I think 1
"Pardon me, madame.
have teen you somewhere."
"Very likely. I go there very often."
—Le Sourire.

All Kind of Ma-

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Aiii?r!cK'n

Sts,,

newspaperptibttshed

SI US E. KING, late of Oxford. deceased,
will ami petition for probate thereof presented
by Florence H. King, the executrix therein

Kodol Digests What You Eat

C

0NSUMPTI0N
OUGHSand
OLDS

A

new

Lot

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old

Price
50c & $1.00
Free Trial.

goods. Call and nee this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
Xj. M. Longloy,
Maine.
Norway,

Burnet und Uuickeet Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK

"So you are not interested in polar exploration?"
"No," answered Sirius Barker. "I
can see enough fuel problems staring us
in the face right here at home without
annexing any more."
Clear up the complexion, cleanse the
liver and tone the system. You can best
do this by a dose or two of De Witt's
Little Early Risers. Safe, reliable little
pills with a reputation. The pills that
every one knows. Recommended by F.
A. Shurtleff A Co.

She—Would you rather walk

there?

or

ride

He—Well, I've been out in the motor
and pick over one-half cupful of car so much lately that I think I'd rather
and after placing them in a ride for a change.
and reserving tbe juice, remove
You will not find beauty in rouge pot
of shell and the hard muscle.
FRICA8BE.

gradually. Season with salt. Take off
the flre and add well-beaten yolk of an

HOW TO AVOID PNEUMONIA.
You can avoid pneumonia and other
Put back over the fire, with the
oysters, long enough to reheat. Cut a serious results from a cold by taking
slice of toast, without crust, into four Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops the
triangles, and pour the oysters and cough and expels the cold from the sysegg.

sauce over

them.

FANCY

BOAST

OYSTERS.

tem as it is mildly laxative. Refuse any
bat the genuine in the yellow package.
F. A. Sburtleff A Co.

Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets form the foundation in the Bridge of Health.
thousands whose stomachs are sick, and
Health is just across the river for thousands
which grow worse instead of better. Their stomachs need a rest, until nature's forces can
recuperate.
JSinety per cent of the diseases of mankind originate from a disordered stomach, and
not to keep the stomach in healthy condition is to court serious disease.
The Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are guaranteed to relieve immediately and cure permanently all the most distressing and painful forms of Dyspepsia and Indigestion. This guarantee is printed on every box, and money will be refunded to all who are not satisfied.
—

Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are Warranted to Cure all Forms of Indigestion and Dyspepsia
Money will be refunded, exactly

as

pria ted

on

package, la caaa of dissatisfaction. Price,

25 cents, at oar store or

by maiL

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO., Druggists.

Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea will do.
One-half cupful of oysters, drained,
35 cents. Tea or Tablets. Sold here by washed and picked over. Put a bit of
Miss Singer—I wonder if that rich
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
butter in an omelet pan or chafing dish,
uncle of mine remembered me when he
own
and cook the oysters In their
liquor made his will? I used to aing to him.
Some girls are awfully particular until their edges curl. Add one teawill
Cynical Friend—He must have; he
about whom they will marry until some- epoonful more of butter, stirring until
hasn't left yon anything.
hot. Pour over toast.—Ex.
body asks them.

Wanted.
Dr. Austin Tenney, Oculist,
For Service
BONDS FOR SALE.
Reading
be at Elm House, Norway, Tburs-1
Cat this offer out, write your name and addreaa
A right good Berkshire Boar, just
Will Norway Water Co. of Norway, Me.
A newspaper compositor.
Hours, 10:30 A. m.
oa a sflp of paper and null it, with $1.00.
Sand day, Jan. 17th.
Sections of oranges may be used to ad- A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
TO
A COLD IN ONE DAY
free.
CURE
examined
m.
to
p.
cent
Poor
Fint
the
twenty·
Eyes
per
Mortgage
It now—to-day—before the special 14 months'
4
right size. Service fee $1.00.
pay 20 cents per thousand.
omelettes.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. vantage as a garnish for plain
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protrading
year bond* In 1100 and 9600 pieces.
offer Is withdrawn. Send It by check, poetal
are
and
Cheese
especially pretty Piles. Druggists are authorised to reparsley
A. K. JACKSON,
F. W. SANBORN,
Prloe 101.
Druggists refund money il It fails to when
moaey order or a dollar bill, at the publisher's
arranged on * platter containing fond money if Paso Ointment fails to
oar·.
X. W. Gbovx's signature is on
risk, to The Ambbican Magazine, 141 fifth
Maine.
South Paris, Me.
Bak.
Per
Sal·
at
ItettMd
an omelette.
Nenrajr
Norway,
oar· to 5 to 14 doji. BO onto.
each box. 26o.
Avaaua, New Tork City.
how A boat Your W later

NASSAU STREET, NEW YOKK.

HILLS,

—

up stock.

was

It CoRldr.'l

"Largest

Agency,

in the World,"

MOSES P. STILES, District -Mgr
Norway, Maine.

A LOW PRICE
—

"Then.

the

payment required.

County.

come

"Oh.

vance

,—

L. M. TUFTS,

and Τ. Α.,

A. H. HANSCOM, G. P.
Boston, Mass.

pounds i-i nbjut 100 grains, or a quarYet so important is
ter of an ounce.
even this small amount to the system tli.it a difference of a few grains
more or le-:s ivny produce serious constitutional disturbance.

pair."

d. c.

«26 F Bt,

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sa!«
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms

in Crayon, Water color,
a

New York
Ve""·"1™·
WMbloftoo.

IF YOU want a quick cad
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FREE listing blank·. No a<i·

Mouldings si.
and Oil

Illustrated we«klr.

5.

High Grade Portrait Work

Agent,

General
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

Syatem.
It Is often said that there Is iron
enouirh lu the system of an ordiuary
The stateman to make a plowshare.
ment is exceedingly wide of the .truth.
The amount of Iron contained In the
uuimu! tissues of a man weighing 150
Iron I· the

Λ

*

Maine.

Nichols St.,

Ε. H. PIKE,

J

Sckntific Hmcrican.

A bandiornely

OF

Mats, Mirrors
&

wit

ιptcial

Norway National Bank

and Pictures,

K^HSTHSiSSm

VaJten' hoot chart·. In tb·
"Κ,ΪΧ
notUt,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

adjutant bird's head. Then he took
off the bird's sword and pretty uniform
sud put him In a cage with his other
birds. And not long after that the ad
who
jutant bird was sold to a lady,
her
WEST
hung him up in her parlor to show
friends what a flne creature he was.
much
by
Moral.—Don't try to do too
..«..«.aI#

J&TL'S&V ϊί^β&ΒΒφ

FOR SALE BY

NOrw*yf

Designs
Copyright· Ac.

'fïfï'

PERFECT SECURITY AND GOOD
RATES OF IHTERE8T.

Picture Frames

Wanted.
llt'CKLED OS HIS HWOIU) AND HTAHTJ'.L)

Patents

Water Bonds.

—

Malno.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

County Bonds,

Slab Wood,

-

-

Town Bonds,

none

"A

Sufferers who say they have tried
everything without benefit are the people we are looking for. We want them
to know from glad experience that Ely'·
Cream Balm will cure Cold in the Head,

Billing· Block..

BONDS.

Nearly every person who is subject to
attacks from the stomach suffers from a
morbid dread of a dietetic treatment for
relief, that is three-fourths starvation,
aud one-fourth toast and milk. On the
other hand you can eat as you please and
digest the food by the aid of a good dipestant, thus giviDg the tired stomach
equally as much rest. Eat what you
please and take a little Kodol For Indigestion after your meals. It digests
what you eat. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
Λ Co.
college education,1' declared the
enthusiastic mother, "brings out all
there is good in a boy."
"Yes," retorted William's father, "and
in Bill's case I wieh a little of it could
have stayed in."

PIANOS.

Only Medicine

WE USE FOR
COLDS AND...

Agent—This is the automobile you
want. You never have to crawl under
it to fix it.
Sparker—You don't?
Agent—No. If the elightest thing
goes wrong with the mechanism it ininstantly turns bottom-side up.

authorized to refund your money if
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
cough or cold. Cures la grippe coughs
and prevents pneumonia and consumption. Contains no opiates. The genuine
CHICKEN AND RICE CUTLETS.
is in a yellow packago. Refuse substiWash one-half cupful of rice. Cook
tutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Wash
oysters,

The

ΑΠ Aoin>a1 Story For

contains no opiates or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adulte. F. Α.
Shu rtleff A Co.

When the cold winds dry and crack any bite
Ilêat the oyster liquor to boiling point or complexion whitewash. True beauty
the skin a box of salve can save much
take Hollister's
and strain off the scum, which is tbe comes to them only that
discomfort. In buying salve look for
but does not Rocky Mountain Tea. It is a wonderful
I will furnish DOOBS and WINDOWS of any the name on the box to avoid
imita- albumen of the oysters,
any
3d
cents Tea or
beautifier.
tbe oysters in the tonic and
SUe or Style at reasonable price·.
look well. Cook
tions, and be sure you get the original
until they are plump. Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
strained
liquor
Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by F. A. ShurtTake them out. Measure tbe liquor and
Also Window & Door Frames. leff Λ Co.
8he—How many men owe their sucadd enough cream to make one-third
of cess in life to their wives.
one-half
Mix
tablespoonful
cupful.
If In want of any klod of finish for Inalde or j
Friend—That villain in your new play
He—Yes; and how many more men
Outtlde work, send In your order·. Pine Luui
butter with one-half tablespoonful of
is a masterpiece. Where did you get
in lifel
bar an·! Shingles on haad Cheap for Cash.
flour. Add the oyster and oream liquor owe their wives to their successes
the character?

....

timely article·.
for $1.00.

butter

Boil one-fourth cupful of oatmeal in
one and one-half cupfule of
boiling
water for two hours. It is then strained
and cream and sugar added to taste.

OYSTER

CHANDLER,

Think of K! Think of the quality of reading
you get for $1.00. Think of the quantity—at least
two great novel·. 98 short stories, £1 poem·, 70

BEEF

OATMEAL

pepprey.

A Ureal Bargain.
and Job Work. Dramatist—I imagined a man possessregular price for the twelve number· of
ed of all the varieties of wiokedness
little
Thk Ambmcam Maoazinb Is $1.30
which my wife ascribes to me when she
Mttrhe l Hani Wood Γΐοοτ Board· for sal·.
enough a· it ta, bat for · limited time you can
gets angry.
get the November and December, 1908, numbers,
F. W.
with a full year'· subscription for 1907, for a
It invigorates, strengthens and builds
W«at Sumner,
Maine. I
dollar, or
up. It keeps you in condition physical•4 Numbers for Only $i.oo.
That's what
and
The

of

over fire for Ave minutes in saltod water.
Then steam in double boiler for one and
one-half hours. Butter ramekins, line
them with the rice, take breast of raw
cbicken, chop it very fine and moisten it
Pliancy.
eliglitly with a little cream. Add salt.
Press the chicken mixture firmly upon
DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION. the rice, and cover with more rice. Set
The person who disturbed the congre- the ramekins, covered with buttered pagation last Sunday by continually cough- per to keep them from browning, in a
ing is requested to buy a bottle of pan of hot water, and bake for threeFoley's Honey and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff quarters of an hour in a slow oven. Serve
with a cream sauce, made by mixing
Λ Co.
one-half tablespoonful of butter with
"Crittick was pleaded to say that my one-half tablespoonful of flour, adding
play had few equals as a bit of realism," gradually one-fourth cupful of cream or
remarked young De Riter.
milk. Stir until it thickene and season
"He said even more than that," said with celery salt.

NOTICE.

JOB PRINTING.

teaspoonful

Sold by F. A. Sburtleff A Co.

"What

Dissolve one-fourth teaspoonful
"I want it understood," said Mrs. Gabgelatin in two teaspoonfule of cold water, fast, "that I am awcynan of few words."
add one-half teaspoonful of granulated "Yes, I know," replied Mr. Gabfast,
sugar. Heat one-fourth cupful of milk, "but don't you think you are overworkand when beads form on it, add the
ing them a trifle?"
gelatin and eugar. Stir until cool, then
add two tablespoonfuls of rich cream
"They like the taste as well as maple
and one-eighth teaspoonful of vanilla. Biigar" is what one mother wrote of
Stir occasionally as it thickene.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. This
modern cough syrup is absolutely free
ORANGE OREAU.
from any opiate or narcotic. Contains
Yolk of one egg and one tablespoonful
Honey Tar. Conforms to the National
Add oneof sugar beaten together.
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by F.
fourth cupful of orange juice and one A. Shurtleff A Co.
tablespoonful of lemon juice. Cook
over hot water until it thickens to the
"My wife," remarked Wedderly,
consistency of cream, stirring constantly "runs to extremes."
to prevent lumping. Pour over the stiffly
"How's that?" queried Singleton.
beaten white of an egg. Put in sherbet
"She has a hot temper and cold feet,"
cupe, and set in ice box to cool.
explained his wife's husband.

—

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.

We Do all Kindt of....

one

Law.

been melted. Set this mixture over the
fire for eight minutes, and then in the
HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
When done, remove
oven to brown.
Most victims of appendicitis are those
from saucepan with a palette knife, foldwho are habitually constipated. Orino
ing it double on a bot platter. Instead
chronic conof beef extract or beef broth, this ome- Laxative Fruit Syrup cures
the liver and
let may be flavored with orange-juice, stipation by stimulating
bowels and restores the natural action of
lomnnotiine nr sweet herbs.
the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
BEEF TEA.
does not nauseate or gripe and is mild
of
round
and pleasant to take. Refuse substitutes.
Cut irto dice one pound
steak, removing all fat; add two cupfule Sold by F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
of cold water, sterilized. Pour this into
'•What fine dark hair you have got,
Cover tbe
a preserving-jar and add salt.
M isn M—. My wife, who is much youngjar and let it stand overnight. The next
er than you, has her bair quite gray."
day set in a kettle on a trivet or fold a
"Yes, and if I had been your wife no
Fill the kettle with
cloth under it.
doubt my bair would have been gray,
water up to the level of the meat in the
too."
jar. Cook until the beef has turned
chocolate color, which will take about
Mothers who give their children KenStrain through a wire sieve,
two hours.
In hospitals broths are not nedy's Laxative Cough Syrup invariably
not too fine.
Children like it because the
used which do not jelly when cold. A indorse it.
Contains Honey
taste is so pleasant.
to
added
be
beaten
may
egg
Klightly
broth or soup in such a way that the and Tar. It ie the Original Laxative
Cough Syrup and is unrivaled for the ropatient may not detect it. After adding lief
Drives the cold out
of croup.
the egg, bring the broth almost to boilthe bowels. Conforms to the
ing point, but do not let it boil, or the through
National Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold
egg will reveal its presence by coagulatby F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

RICE

Key to the Pussier.

Always Remember the Full Name

was

Accoaut.

cow that gives nine quarts a day
When milk is worth eight cents a quart
Eats ninety-six cents' worth of hay
Each day. Now work out this report.
Would not a self respecting beaat
Eat less or give twelve quarts at least?
—flt. Nicholas.

▲

JBBRXjIN AISTXD OORBA.M,

For jo Years It

Hard Kind.

sou

ALSO DEALEK IN COAL AND WOOD.

Changed

which

·

Broil slightly one pound of round
steak by heating to 157 degrees. Extract
the juice with a meat press. Add it to
one-half teaspoonful of gelatin which has
been dissolved in one teaspoonful of
and make to sever.
Then add one and one-half
2. Doubly behead and doubly curtail cold water.
of boiling water. Season
tablespoonfuls
the
remaining
rearrange
accomplishes,
with salt. Heat all together for a few
letters and make a bee's home.
minutes to mix well. Wet an individual
3. l>oubly behead and doubly curtail mold in cold water.
Strain through
of
a
nud
leave
to proclaim
part
speech. cheesecloth, and set in a cold place until
stiff. The beef juice is slightly stimuDifferent MendinK.
lating, and the gelatin, ajthough not a
"Yes, Rounder was addicted to poker tissue builder, is a tissue sparer.
and cocktails before the marriage. She
IVORY JELLY.
told him It was 'never too late to
of

SIMON STAHL,

Has

ο

and
397.—Double
Beheading·
Cartallluiut.
1. Doubly behead und doubly curtail
begs, rearrange the renialulng letters

For Price and Particulars address,

The American

ο

Xo.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity

·

ο

Xo. 8tKÎ.—Pl.

Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

In any

ο

1. The following contains nine different words: ST OOOOOOBI IN
ν τ τ υ F <J.
2. The follow lug will epell one very
long word: L Λ L I Ο Ν Τ U Ν Υ θ Τ
ing.
I Τ C Ο C Χ.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

•

β
From 1 to 4, a house breaker.
From 3 to 2, ruled.
From 5 tu 1$. delays.
1. Λ carpenter. 2. The planet Venus.
3. To adorn. 4. Weak and faint. 5.
Formed with panels. 6. To withdraw.
7. A kitchen table.

"BILLING IS AS EASY AS

Ask

1

12>3.—Interaectlcg Word».
8
5

No.

|

the eggs as much air as possi? le, and in
taking tbe precaution to use aa asbestos
mat over the gas burner, so that tbe
omelet may be cooked at a low temperature. Dissolve one-half teaspoonful of
beef extract in two tablespoonfuls of hot
water. Add one tablespoonful of fine
bread-crumbs. Beat two egg-jolke until
tbey are lemon color. Beat two eggwhites very stiff. Add one-fourth teaspoonful of salt to the yolks, then the
beef-juice, bread-crumbs and the beaten
whites. Pour this into a sauce pan in

Pood don't dlgeetf Becauae the atom·
ach lack· tome one of the eMentlal dlgestants or the digestive jaioea are not
properly balanced. Then, too, it ia thia
undigested food that caaaea aourneaa and
pilnral indigestion. Eodol For Indigestion should be uaed for relief. KodoT la
It digeata
a eolation of vegetable acida.
what yon eat, and correcte the deflcienclea of the digeation. Eodol conforma
to the National Pare Pood and Drag

|

NOTICE.

The jubecrlber hereby give· notice that he ha*
bees duly Appointed administrator of the

eatate of
R. HENRY BURNUAM, late of Canton.
In the County of Oxford, deccaiod, and given
bonde ae the law directe. All pereont having
demand· against the eatate of (aid deceaaed are
dealred to preaent the eame for Mttlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.

Dte. lab, 1906.

BUEL M. BURNil AM.

